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ABSTRACT
The theoretical model of another author, dealing with gas 
reactions, producing CO, Hg and within an inter dendritic 
cell during solidification, has been developed to the extent 
that it can be applied to steelB containing up to 0.5$ carbon, 
deoxidised with silicon and manganeseo The total gas pressures 
(= P00 + P^ 4- P^ ) developed in a number of steels, all on 
the borderline betv/een being porous and solid, aiid containing 
various amounts of CO, and have been computed. It has 
been shown that the gas pressures in steels of borderline porosity 
fall within discrete ranges, which can be used to predict other 
borderline compositions. The model has been applied to the 
production of ladle balanced steels. Good agreement has been 
found between plant data and predicted results from the model.
An attempt lias also been made to account for blowhole nucleation 
and growth in terms of the computed gas pressures developed 
during solidification. The model has the advantage over 
others so far described in the literature in that it deals 
comprehensively with the effect of hydrogen and nitrogen in 
promoting blowholes in steel ingots.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A problem of seaminess or sponginess on wrought material
from free cutting, low-carbon, and rail steel qualities has
led to an intensive study of the factors associated with
blowhole formation in steel ingots.
It is well known that sub-surface blowholes, when exposed
by oxidation during soaking, tend not to weld up on rolling
and leave the surface of the finished product covered in
numerous shallow grooves or striations, known as seams.
Blowholes form when the solubility of gases dissolved in the
liquid steel becomes exceeded locally and there exists a
thermodynamic driving force tending to reduce the gas content.
The amount of gas in solution may decrease either by escape at
the free surface, providing one is accessible, or by the
formation of a gas bubble in the liquid' Gas bubble
formation is considered most likely to occur at a solid/liquid
interface during solidification since it is here that gaBeous
elements are rejected from the solid and concentrate in the
liquid in the same way as other impurity elements for which
the distribution coefficient between solid and liquid steel is(1)less than unity. Chalmers' J observes that gas bubbles are 
in fact found to nucleate at the solid/liquid interface.
The main gases contributing to blowhole formation in 
steels are CO, H2 and Ng, although their relative contributions 
may vary somewhat. For instance, at the time the present 
investigation was begun seaminess problems were occurring on:
(i) free cutting and killed basic electric arc steelB 
in v/hich hydrogen pick-up was a problem;ouut
(ii) rail steels, made by the acid bessemer process, 
in which nitrogen levels were running hig£ (up to 0.025^).
While there has been much work published, on various 
types of steels, establishing the maximum gas levels to 
avoid sub-surface porosity, the results have been mainly 
qualitative in nature. At the time the present work was 
instigated, a theoretical treatment became available which 
made it possible to calculate the partial pressures of CO,
H2 and N2 in liquid steel during cooling and solidification 
by considering suitable thermodynamic and segregation data.
The method, however, was originally applied only to steels 
containing small amounts of carbon (0.10$ maximum). It was 
decided, therefore, to modify the model in order that it could 
be applied to the wide range of compositions upon which 
porosity studies had to be performed at the time. In 
conjunction with the theoretical work, the limits, to which 
CO, H2 and 1!2 must be controlled in order to avoid sub-surface 
porosity in steel ingots, were determined on an experimental 
basis. In this dissertation it will be shown that, by 
applying the theoretical model to the experimental results, a 
means is available for predicting the limits to which the 
various, gas forming elements must be controlled to avoid 
porosity in steel ingots. Application of the results to 
tonnage steels, and balanced steel in particular, is also 
considered.
2. LITERATURE SURVEY
2*1 General
Detailed work on the formation of blowholes in steel 
ingots lias, not surprisingly, been carried out in most cases 
on steels in which blowholes are present by design i.e., rimming
or balanced (semi-killed steels). Though the present work 
is concerned primarily with sub-surface blowholes v/hich occur 
more by accident than design, many of the principles applying 
to rimming and balanced steels also apply to the general 
problem of blowhole formation in steels.
Most of the early available literature on gas reactions 
in steels dealt with rimming steels, and much of this work
(2)was comprehensively reviewed by Hultgren and Phragmen in 1939 •
Between the latter part of the 19th century and the middle 
1930fs there had been much controversy regarding the composition 
of the gases in the blowholes produced in rimming steels.
Results of Muller in 1879^, indicating that hydrogen was 
the major constituent in blowholes, were widely accepted for 
half a century in spite of later work which showed that his 
deductions were incorrect. Muller immersed ingots in water 
and oil, drilled into the holes and collected the gas evolved 
when the drill penetrated into the hole. He found that the 
gas contained 65-90^ hydrogen, 10-30^ nitrogen and less than 
2 carbon monoxide. After Muller, a number of workers^ “7) 
carried out similar investigations on blowholes in rimming 
steel ingots and concluded that carbon monoxide was the 
major constituent gas, with hydrogen and nitrogen comprising 
less than 10^ of the total amount. There were suggestions 
that carbon monoxide and hydrogen evolved seperately during 
blowhole formation in rimming steels, but calculations of 
Chipman and Samarin^ shov/ed that this was not possible.
Thus even at this early stage it became evident that a mixture 
of gases must be considered during gas evolution in rimming 
ingots.
By the time that the two classic works of Hayes and
(9) (2)Chipman' ' and Hultgren and Phragmen' ' v/ere published in
1939, it had been firmly established that gas evolution in
rimming steels was due mainly to carbon monoxide. It had
also been generally agreed that gas evolution occurred at
the interface between the solid and liquid steel as a result
of solute concentration causing supersaturation of carbon
and oxygen in this region. Hayes and Chipman described the
mechanism of segregation in rimming steels. They considered
that the basic cause of segregation lay in the fact that
impurities were less soluble in solid than in liquid iron and
that the solid that formed from the impure liquid was purer
than the liquid itself. Solidification was assumed to occur
slowly so that an equilibrium Y/as set up between the solid
and liquid phases which could be represented by a phase
diagram. In this way it was possible to define segregating
tendencies of various elements by the concept of a " distribution
ratio", k, which was the ratio of the concentrations of an
element in solid and liquid phases in equilibrium. The
smaller the value of k, the greater the tendency to segregate.
Hence the quantity (1 - k) was used to measure the tendency to
segregate, and so the term "segregation coefficient" originated.
The equations used by Hayes and Chipman, though perhaps
considered elementary by present day standards made it possible
to describe satisfactorily segregation phenomena in rimming
steels. An enriched film ahead of the solid interface was
considered and in calculating the carbon and oxygen distribution
it was assumed that these elements v/ere lo.st due to CO
evolution.
It was found that the concentration of solute in the 
solid, first - decreased from the surface, along with the 
freezing rate for approximately 3 in* of solid. Subsequently 
the solute concentration increased rapidly to a thickness of 
about in., at about the point where deep-seated secondary 
blowholes appear.
Hultgren and Phragmen confirmed that CO (and to a lesser 
extent C02) were given off during solidification and explained 
the ^evolution of these gases and blowhole formation qualitatively 
by reference to the Fe-C-0 phase diagram. They superimposed 
the Vacher Hamilton C-0 equilibrium curve on the liquidus and 
solidus surfaces and introduced the concept of a "balanced 
alloy composition" which would solidify without change in 
composition. In an alloy with a higher carbon content thah 
the balanced composition the carbon content of the steel would 
increase during solidification while the oxygen content would 
decrease. In an alloy with a lower carbon content than the 
balanced composition the converse would apply. The balanced 
composition was first considered to lie at 0*05% carbon but 
later shown to occur nearer 0.1 Cf% carbon. It was also 
deduced by Hultgren and Phragmen that the amount of gas 
evolved by various alloys was proportional to the size of the 
solidus-liquidus gap. This meant that only small quantities 
of gas should be evolved at either low carbon or oxygen contents 
with respect to the balanced composition and that most gas 
would be evolved at the balanced composition. It was also 
predicted that the rimming action v/ould be subdued by an 
increased manganese level, in particular when the carbon 
content was below the balanced composition.
(2 Q \These two papers' **' took the theory of rimming steels 
as far as it was possible to go at the time bearing in mind 
the available thermodynamic data on gas reactions and the 
early stage of development of segregation theory. The works 
are still regarded as standard references for studies on 
rimming steels, and until recent quantitative accounts of 
gas reactions (see later) formed the basis of the understanding 
of rimming steel.
Amidst all the work on rimming steels in the 1930*8 Swinden 
(11}and Stevenson' ' investigated the effects of various gases on 
the soundness of small experimental ingots. It was found 
that bubbling hydrogen into the steel caused unsoundness in 
steels which would otherwise have been killed due to aluminium 
additions. However nitrogen appeared to have no effect on 
soundness, excepting where it was bubbled in after hydrogen, 
in which case it had a scavenging effect and reduced the 
effectiveness of hydrogen in promoting unsoundness. It was 
concluded at the time that while the solubility of hydrogen was 
less in solid iron than in liquid iron, explaining the 
unsoundness effects, the solubilities of nitrogen in solid and 
liquid iron were practically the same. Since then, this 
conclusion has been shown to be incorrect and there have been 
numerous02-25) publications on deoxidised carbon steels and 
both low and high alloy steels, in which the contribution of 
CO to the total gas pressure must be vary low, showing how 
both hydrogen and nitrogen can promote unsoundness. 
Barraclough^2  ^listed approximate hydrogen contents in liquid 
steel to produce wildness in fully killed basic electric arc 
steel as shown in Table I. T u r t o n ^ * ^  found that the
amount of hydrogen required to promote porosity in steel
castings was governed by the extent to which the steel had been
deoxidised* Turton also found that in fully killed steels,
containing 3-4 ml« H^/IOOg, nitrogen contents above 0*G13-Oo014$
would cause porosity^^. Similar results to these were
reported by I.lorgan^ 2^  in his paper on rail steels produced in
the acid bessemer converter* However, Saito et al^20  ^ showed
that aluminium-silicon carbon steel containing 0.04/S aluminium
could absorb 0*017/^ nitrogen and remain free from porosity
on solidification* In the more highly alloyed steels it was
found that the amounts of hydrogen and nitrogen required to
promote porosity depended not so much on the degree of deoxidation
as on the steel composition especially with regard to chromium,
(16 16 26 26}nickel and manganese contents' 9  ^. These elements
influence the solubility of nitrogen in liquid iron* Such 
effects are very relevant when considering blowhole formation 
and will be mentioned at a later stage of this dissertation*
The hydrogen and nitrogen contents of steel vary according 
to steelmaking practice and typical levels in low carbon steels 
are shown in Tables II and III* Much of the information v«ras 
gathered by G-ill^ 2^  who also summarised possible sources of 
the two gases during steelmaking. The major source of nitrogen 
is the atmosphere with some pick-up from ferroalloys, scrap, 
special high nitrogen additions and some slag making additions. 
Since the major source of nitrogen is the atmosphere, its 
control depends to a large extent on the contact between the 
liquid metal and air* This fact is illustrated in Table II* 
Hydrogen pick-up in liquid steel arises mainly from sources of 
water, either from the atmosphere or combined with charge
materials, particularly those employed for slag making.
Hydrogen pick-up may also occur in the ladle when anthracite/ op, \additions are made'- * and during uphill teeming from damp 
runnerware.
In recent work on rimming steels^^ the large contribution 
made by GO; to the gas volume given off during solidification 
has been confirmed. Host publications dealing with-gas 
reactions in rimming steels tend, therefore, to be written in 
terms only of the CO reaction, though Johnston et a l ^ 0  ^point 
out that hydrogen dissolved in the steel may exert an influence 
on the rimming intensity. It is considered by the present 
author that unless the gases hydrogen and nitrogen are present 
in large quantities their effects on blowhole formation in 
rimming steels are likely to be swamped by a vigorous CO
reaction. On the other hand, hydrogen and nitrogen could
stimulate a sluggish rimming reaction.
Focus on the CO reaction also seems to apply in the case 
of balanced (or semi-killed) steels in which gas evolution is 
generally far less than in a rimming steel. Over the past 
20 years papers dealing with this type of steel, of which those
( ) ( -2O)by Tenenbaum . ', Y/ogin and G-oodallw  * and more recently, Hilles
and Sclmar'"^' are notable, have restricted consideration of
blowhole structures to the formation of CO gas bubbles. However 
Bauer et a l ^ ^  found that increasing the nitrogen content of 
balanced steel made in the Bessemer Converter increased the 
incidence of gassy ingots and sub-standard products. They 
found a similar effect when the hydrogen content of the steel 
was increased. According to King'' *y/ the manufacture of 
rimming steel precludes large hydrogen contents because of the 
high state of oxidation within the bath. Balanced steels of
higher carbon content would be expected to evolve gas containing 
more hydrogen.
The information summarised in the preceding paragraphs 
indicates that it is probably not unreasonable to neglect the 
effects of hydrogen and nitrogen on blowhole formation in 
rimming steels. However, when dealing with more heavily 
deoxidised steels, the effects of these gases in promoting 
and affecting the extent of sub-surface porosity must be 
regarded as a real threat to product surface quality.
Hence it is desirable to know the limits within v/hich the 
respective gases CO, II2 and Ng must be controlled to avoid 
trouble due to sub-surface porosity. Advances in the thermo­
dynamics of deoxidation and gas reactions and in the theories 
of segregation over the last 10-20 years have made it possible 
to deal with the problem more quantitatively than in the period 
in which Hultgren and Phragmen and Hayes and Chipman published 
their works. A number of relevant recent papers have been 
published dealing quantitatively v/ith gas reactions at a 
solid/liquid interface. However before these are considered 
111 detail it is pertinent to consider briefly the present 
position regarding the theories of solute segregation during 
solidification.
202 Segregation Theory
In describing the redistil bution of solute elements
during solidification it is convenient to define the distribution
(1)coefficient, k* As pointed out by Chalmersv 1 two distinct 
meanings have arisen regarding this term. The EQUILIBRIUM 
distribution coefficient, k0, is defined as the ratio of 
concentrations of the solid, Cg, and of the liquid In
equilibrium v/ith it, C^ . Or, referring to fig. 1:
Fig. 1 shows an idealised binary equilibrium diagram
for dilute alloys in which the liquidus and solidus lines are
both assumed to be straight*
The EFFECTIVE distribution coefficient is given by
lc_ = CS .......... ..... ............. (2)
" C0
where 0o is the concentration of the solid formed at someO ■'
instant during solidification of a liquid of 'iivdtioJb?- concentration
Ch. k~, denends on the conditions under which solidification 0 m
takes place but In is a characteristic of a particular system*
For the purpose of the following discussions it will be assumed 
that k is constant, although in practice this might not 
necessarily be the case# It will also be assumed that the 
solid/liquid interface is planar and that the system undergoing 
solidification is such that the transport of solute is parallel 
to the direction of motion of the interface, see fig. 2#
The first case to be considered is one in which complete 
mixing occurs in both the solid and liquid phases, and that 
equilibrium conditions described in fig* 1 apply at all times 
i.e., during solidification the entire liquid composition 
follov/s the liquidus line and the solid composition the solidus 
line. Under such conditions, the equilibrium distribution 
coefficient, kQ applies, and the relative amounts of solid and 
liquid are given at any particular stage of solidification, 
temperature T, by the ratio ^E/BE or ^L~^0/C0-Cg. Furthermore,
if g represents the fraction of the original volume of liquid
solidified
(3)
hence CT = w01 - (1 - k0)g (4)
Hence, knowing Cq , kQ, C_ can be calculated at each 
stage of the solidification process. The assumption that the 
whole of the solid is at all times in equilibrium v/ith the 
liquid implies no concentration gradient in the solid and 
requires that the diffusion rates of solute elements are fast 
compared with the solidification rate. It is unlikely that 
these conditions are fully satisfied in practice, but the 
elements most likely to come nearest to fulfilling the conditions 
in steel are carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen which are interstitial 
solutes and diffuse much faster than substitutional solutes.
At the opposite extreme to the above is the condition 
in which no mixing of solute atoms occurs in the solid and 
mixing occurs in the liquid only by diffusion away from the 
interface. The situation which arises was first described by 
Tiller et a l ^ ^  and is shown schematically in fig® 2. The 
solid/liquid interface is assumed to move from left to right 
at a finite rate, say R cm/sec®
Y/hen solidification begins, solute builds up ahead 
of the interface and a diffusion profile is set up as shown 
in fig, 2® Under conditions where D, the diffusion coefficient 
of a solute element in the liquid metal, is slow compared v/ith 
R, solute concentration at the interface increases to the stage
nwhere it equals 0/fco, fig. 2(c), again being the initial 
uniform solute concentration in the liquid. Thus solid
concentration at the interface, CL = and the amount ofu
solute talcing part in the diffusion process remains constant
as the interface moves further to the right. This is termed
, ■(**)the ’steady-state condition* and it rUi$. he shorn that the 
liquid concentration at any distance, x, ahead of the interface 
is given hy
CT = C M  + 1 ~ ko exp, (- ^ x) i ............ (5)L k o D J
The ratio ^/R is termed the ’characteristic distance* and is
the distance over which falls to /e of its initial value.
Assuming a value of D = 5 x 10 ^  cm . sec or 5 cm • day" ,
Tiller et al^*^ have expressed ®/R in terms of R, the
solidification rate, see fig. 3* It is evident that for fast
solidification rates, as v/ould he obtained at the surface of a
chill cast ingot, / R -  0.05 mm.
In the stage preceding the ’steady-state condition* solid
of comoosition k is formed first and then increases ino 0
concentration to Cq see fig. 2(br-r^. This stage is termed the 
’initial transient* and according to Tiller et al^*^ the 
concentration of solute in the solid is given hy
CS = °0 5<1 - ko> 1 - exp. (-kQ _ x)RD J
+ k J   (6)
The distance over which the ’initial transient* exists 
is given hy x = R.
The steady state condition can exist so long as there is 
sufficient liquid ahead of the interface for the diffusion 
of the solute to proceed without interference. This is no 
longer the case when the limit of the liquid space is approached 
and a ’terminal transient condition’ exists. At this stage
the concentration of the solid begins to exceed 111 order 
to accomodate the excess solute, fig* 2(d) and large 
concentrations of solute may build-up within the last liquid 
to solidify*
It is unlikely that liquid mixing by diffusion only Y/ould 
be fully realised in practice and it is pertinent to consider 
cases where mixing by other means e.g., convection, occurs in 
the liquid ahead of the interface.
For a situation where there is no mixing in the solid but 
mixing in the liquid, Seheil^^ and Pfann^^ derived the 
following expression for the concentration in the solid.
0o = 11,0- (1 - g)ko " 1 ................ (7)KJ ^ U
where g is the fraction of liquid system solidified see fig. 2.
When the solidification rate is slow and complete mixing in
the liquid can occur, k^ = k and the following expression 
may be used:-
Cs = lcoC0 (1 - g)ko " 1 ....................  (8)
In this case the composition of the solid at any moment is 
given by ^ ere C is the composition at the interface
at that particular time. With a fast solidification rate, 
kg* approaches unity, and a situation exists similar to that 
of steady state growth during ,rdiffusion controlled" solidification 
described earlier. The above conditions are represented 
schematically in fig. U.
IDquatioir (7) does not include a term representing the 
solidification rate, since this is expressed indirectly by 
a fluctuating value of kg. However, Burton et a l ^ ^  have 
treated the problem in more general terms. They define d, 
in fig. h 9 as the thickness of the boundary layer through which 
solute must diffuse. The value of d is limited by the
velocity of the liquid parallel to the interface and depends 
on the viscosity of the liquid* It is reported as varying 
from 10“°  era. for very vigourouc stirring (e. g** rimming 
steels) to about 10 cm* for natural convection (e*g* hilled 
steels)* The expression derived was as follows:
h i  ~  O    o e c c e t o c e e o o e  I 9  y^ k + (1 - k ) exp. (- Rd)0 0  D
where all the terms have been defined previously* Alternatively
this may be expressed as follows:
CT = 0o = __________CL .......     (10)
yf- kc + (1 - id) exp. (- RcL)"*0 D
where Cj has been defined earlier* The condition described by
equation (8) of complete mixing in the liquid* when bn, = 1c ,
Rdis obtained when the term ( /D) is small i.e.* when R and d
are low and D is high* Conversely* a diffusion controlled
Rclcondition exists when ( /D) is high*
The expressions in equations (9) and (10) are probably
the most versatile of the ones considered* when applying
segregation theory to conditions encountered during ingot
solidification in practice* However all the cases considered
have referred to undirectional* plane front solidification,
though it is well known that the solid/liquid interfaces in
alloys such as steel have a more complex morphology, being
cellular or dendritic. The conditions of solute enrichment
under these conditions are more complex than in the case of
(39)plane-front solidification. However, Brody and Flemings' 7 
have claimed that equation (8) can apply to solute 
redistribution between dendrite arms provided diffusion in 
the solid is negligible. To account for the effect of
•diffusion in the solid an analytical expression similar to 
equation (8) applies*,
Recent quantitative studies of gas reactions occurring 
at the solid/liquid interface have made use of equations (1) 
to (10) as will be described in the following section*
2*3 Recent Quantitative worlc on Gas Reactions 
Probably the first significant' step taken since the(9) (2nwork of Hayes ana C h i p m a n a n d  Hultgren and Phragmen 1 to 
explain the gas reactions at a solid/liquid interface in 
rimming steels was that outlined by ITilles^0  ^ in i The
relationship developed by Burton et al (equations 9 and 10) 
was used and Nilles was able to predict segregation patterns 
in the rim zone and the rimming intensity* The term, d, the 
distance through which solute must diffuse from the interface 
to reach the concentration of the bulk liquid, was detexmiined 
in two ways. The first was a direct method, simply involving 
equation (10)o Of the terms in equation (10) D, R, and k 
were obtained from other literature and CT and C0 fromjj kj
measurements of the concentration of an element, assumed not 
to undergo reaction at the interface (sulphur in this case), 
both in the bulls: liquid and solid phases at various stages of 
the rimming period in 500 Eg experimental ingots* The values 
of d obtained varied from about 0*008 to 0*0L{.0 cm* » The 
second method was more indirect, and involved the elements 
undergoing reaction at the solid/liquid interface, which were 
assumed to be carbon manganese and oxygen* (It was assumed
that silicon took no part in the reaction)* d was obtained
by means of a mass balance equation for oxygen:
i.e., for one mass unit of liquid steel which solidifies, the 
sum of the oxygen reacting v/ith manganese, 0 ^ $  v/ith carbon,
0gf and of the oxygen incorporated into the solidified steel,
Og, is equal to the oxygen present in the liquid steel, 0^ *
This means that all the oxygen rejected at the interface 
either reacts to form a new phase or is dissolved in the 
solid iron, so that no dissolved oxygen diffuses bach into the 
melt* It was also assumed that enrichment without chemical 
reaction was the same as v/ith reaction*
0~ was obtained from a set of equations describing theIviJX
enrichment of manganese and oxygen at the interface (equation 10)
and the equilibrium relationships between manganese, iron and
oxygen and the appropriate oxides at 1530 °C* °I,!n 1S given
by (0* - 0Q) where 0® is the interface concentration from
equation (10) and 0Q the oxygen concentration in equilibrium
v/ith iron and manganese at 1530°C.
The quantity of oxygen reacting v/ith carbon, Oq , v/as
assumed, consistent v/ith other literature, to be proportional
/ P \ pto the divergence from equilibrium (0Q - being
the oxygen in equilibrium v/ith carbon Cq , for the pressure,
P, under which the steel solidifies* C> was determined as 1 o
mentioned in the previous paragraph* (It v/ill be noted that 
reaction of oxygen with manganese to give oxides governs the 
equilibrium oxygen concentration at the interface)* 0^ was 
obtained from appropriate carbon-oxygen relationships at the
interface* V/ith a solidification speed, R, Qr is given by:
K (0 - CP' o
—3 -1for v/Mch K was found to be 3 x 10 ^ cm. sec • This 
expression no longer holds when carbon levels are low, since 
diffusion of carbon and not oxygen then governs decarburisation 
speed.
Og, the oxygen incorporated in the solid steel 7/as given 
by 0.18U0o; 0©18ij. ?/as the assumed equilibrium distribution
coefficient of oxygen.
Hence, equation (11) becomes P(0* - O0) + 3 x 10-3 # °o - °eq + 0.18i4.0Q = 0 ^ ......  (13)-Rp0*, 0Q and 0 all depend only on d, therefore the value of 
d for which equation (13) is satisfied is the actual thickness 
of the impure layer at the solid/liquid interface. It v/as
assumed that d was the same for all the solutes.
The values of d obtained by this second method agreed 
closely v/ith those employing sulphur alone. It v/as then 
possible to predict the concentration of the various elements 
in the solidified steel and this was reasonably successful for 
carbon, sulphur and phosphorus distribution in the 500 Kg 
experimental ingots, see fig. 5. Hov/ever, the results did
not explain the steep rise in concentration near the secondary
fq\ (30}blowholes found by Hayes and Chipmanw / . Johnston et alw  '
suggest that this may be because equation (10) does not apply
to a non-planar interface, v/hich is likely to be present in
commercial steel ingots. In the case of manganese and
oxygen the situation was complicated by the occlusion of
oxides in the solid. The results indicated that at the
start of solidification most of the oxides v/ere trapped in
the solid. As the solidification rate decreased more oxides
escaped.
The results were used further by Nilles to predict the 
rate of gas evolution during rimming, termed the 'rimming 
intensity* and given by O^oR.
By calculating Oq.R for various concentrations of carbon 
manganese and oxygen, Nilles predicted that the oxygen 
concentration of the steel had a small influence on rimming 
intensity compared with carbon and manganese, see fig. 6.
This was later confirmed by work carried out on 5i and 8^ ton 
ingots^)* However it was found that the oxygen concentration 
of the air could greatly influence the final composition of the 
rimmed ingots. The type of ingot top varied with calculated 
rimming intensity:
(i) Oq.R less than 10 x 10“^, rising ingots
(ii) between 10 and 11 x 10“*% level rimmers
(iii) above 11 x 10“*% falling rimmers 
Nilles also finds that the rimming intensity decreases 
as the external pressure increases and the solidification rate 
decreases.
The method employed by Nilles v/as repeated by Masui et 
ai(^2) 1968 they reported work carried out on 14 ton
Ingots. Phosphorus and sulphur concentrations were measured 
during rimming in order to calculate d, and, though in some 
cases, slightly different data from those of Nilles were used, 
values of d were similar to those obtained by Nilles and fell 
in the range 0.002 to 0.05 cm. It was further found that d
depended, for the most part, solely on the solidification rate
and not on the extent agitation during rimming. The predicted
sulphur and phosphorus concentrations in the rim zone agreed 
closely with those analysed.
Masui et al also used a similar method to Ifilles to 
calculate the extent of GO evolution and reaction between 
manganese and oxygen at the interface, and investigated the 
effect of steel composition on rimming intensity. The results 
were for the most part similar to Nilles*s but contrary to Nilles 
they found that while oxygen had little influence on rimming 
intensity at low carbon levels, there was a stronger influence 
as the carbon content increased, see fig. 6(b).
Nilles and Scimar extended the principles applied to 
rimming steel to balanced (or semi-lei lied) steels, for which 
they assumed that mixing ahead of the solid/liquid interface 
was negligible compared with rimming steels, and therefore that 
the concentrations of solute elements at the interface prior to 
reacting no longer depended on d, the impure layer thickness.
In other words they effectively assumed the * steady state 
condition* shown in fig. 2(c) where case,
due to the presence of silicon, deoxidation products were silicates 
of the type (MnO.FeOjSiOg and the oxygen balance of Nilles in 
equation (11) now became
°LInSi + °C + °S = °I> ............................  11 (a)
where the symbols are as outlined after equation (11).
It y/as assumed that 0^ v/as identical in all parts of a balanced 
ingot and a representative point was chosen 1 cm. av/ay from 
the ingot skin at the top of the ingot. The requisite carbon, 
manganese and silicon analyses v/ere carried out on a 6 ton ingot 
which had a convex ingot top, typical of a steel correctly 
balanced by silicon and manganese additions in the ladle. A 
value of 0C = 0.0008 was obtained, which was about 10 times 
lov/er than a value calculated for a rimming ingot. Various 
combinations of carbon, manganese and silicon to give 0^ = 0.0008 
v;ere then calculated and these are shovai in fig. 7# i.e., a 
balanced steel is characterised by the carbon, manganese and 
silicon contents rather than by carbon and oxygen. In accepting 
these compositions it must be borne in mind that the silicon 
content quoted is "dissolved". If silicon combined as silicates 
are included in the analysis, then the silicon levels shown in 
fig. 7 must be increased. Calculated curves were compared with 
compositions of balanced steels quoted in other literature and 
fairly good agreement obtained.
The effect of silicon on 0^ , was demonstrated by Nilles 
and Scimar, see fig. 8, for a steel containing 0.08$ carbon 
and 0*30^ manganese. The detrimental effect of small silicon 
additions on the gas evolution in rimming steels is obvious.
Deoxidation control in balanced steels using aluminium 
was not considered feasible "by Nilles and Scimar, since very 
small amounts of aluminium would be required to produce the 
correct bxygen level* Small errors in additions could lead 
either to badly worked or piped ingots.
The above work at has been developed further
by Oeters et al i?ho have published work^5^ **^ within the last 
year. The segregation equation of Burton et a l ^ ^  first used 
by Nilles was employed in the theory and an attempt was
made to involve kinetic factors in the calculations* In 
considering reactions occurring at the solid/liquid interface, 
allowance was made for a certain amount of reacting solute, 
e.g., oxide, remaining in the solid. Under these circumstances 
at the interface it holds that
R (Cs + Cp^) = RCj - 30     (110
where R = rate of advance of interface
Cg = composition of solid at interface 
Cj = composition of liquid at interface 
3o = R (Oj -  cs)
Cpk = concentration of a solute precipitated as 
a new phase
In order to determine the amount or now phase* the rate or
a first order chemical reaction was considered.;.:; Hence
Cpt-j® U ~  p ^  C j  ** C  ) # * # * « « # # f t * e e e « > e # » a * « > a » e * « « 0 * »  0 9 )
where s la the reaction constant and. the equilibrium K ' eg
concentration® From these basic ideas the following equation.
was obtained
k
'^L ~ r &  0 °ea (16)
For solidification without convection (i#c>* mining by 
diffusion only) cl was taken to approach infinity* Hencet
C-...1 CJ  ^h   O CH 0  / )
1 + £ • fceP
This equation %?ae applied to the case of a balanced at col* 
First of all only reaction between carbon and oxygen was 
considered and it was shown that for a given carbon content 
the amount -of oxygen required to produce sufficient CO for 
blov/hole formation should decrease with decreasing solidification 
rate* (Earlier work by Knuppel and Eberhard^^ was used to 
obtain the criteria for the amount of 00 for blowhole formation)# 
On the premise that large ingots solidify slower- than 
smaller* ones* the oxygen content required for balanced ctecls 
should decrease with-ingot weight# Alternatively the silicon 
content should increase, ac is shown in fig# 9#
The more complicated cases of reactions involving carbon, 
manganese and silicon were subsequently considered# By 
substitution of suitable thermodynamic data -into.'equation (17) 
and using additionoiequations to describe equilibrium relationships 
between carbon, manganese, silicon and oxygen, boundary compositions 
were established which gave steel compositions in which the 
various oxides (i.e., GO, MnO.SiO^* SiO^, MnO) were capable of 
formation during the solidification process# Fig. 10 shows 
the situation in a carbon-oxygen diagram with a silicon content 
of 0# 10/o# With the inclusion of manganese the calculation 
becomes more complicated and a three-dimensional space diagram 
is required to describe the formation of the various phases, see 
fig* 11# A constant oxygen content of 0.010£o was assumed in 
this case, but it is claimed that the calculated curves change 
only slightly with varying oxygen provided the silicon content 
exceeds 0#03^» The vertical planes in the diagram are drawn 
so that their upper edges indicate the compositions above which 
no carbon monoxide bubbles form and below which carbon monoxide 
evolution occurs* For example, the line EBHL gives the limit 
for CO formation at 0#17% carbon, depending on the manganese 
and silicon contents. The plane I)£fonJ> indicates the limit 
of CO formation in the case of SiOg precipitation, and plane
GHIONG the limit of CO formation when IlnO precipitates#
The predicted compositions for (X>bubbLe formation in fig. 11 
were applied to the results from a large number of production 
casts of balanced steels (11-22 ton ingots). The compositions 
of ingots with convex tops were computed and compared with the 
compositions predicted from fig. 11. There was shown-to be 
good agreement between theory and practice, see fig. 12. 
Apparently there was little difference between the predicted 
composition obtained from the more complex treatment of Oeters 
et al and those obtained from the earlier work of Scimar. and 
Nilles.
In the first instance little consideration had been given 
in the work carried out in Europe to the effects of hydrogen 
and nitrogen on blowhole formation. These elements however 
were considered briefly in the more recent paper of Oeters et 
ai(^-)j an£ ^ e  levels of hydrogen and nitrogen necessary to 
produce blowholes in fully killed ingots were outlined, see 
fig. 13o These results assume a negligible oxygen concentration 
in the steel. If a residual oxygen content was assumed the 
amounts of hydrogen and nitrogen individually required to produce 
porosity were reduced. No details were given as to how fig. 13 
was derived. While the foregoing theories were being developed, 
mainly in Europe, Turkdogan^”^  in the USA in 19&5 outlined a
method of assessing the contribution of CO, hydrogen and nitrogen 
to blowhole formation by calculating their actual partial 
pressures during the solidification process. Turkdoganfs 
prime concern was.with castings and he assumed that a dendritic 
structure had developed at the time blowholes form. The main 
dendrite stems grow in the direction of heat flow and side 
arms then grew laterally such that impure liquid becomes trapped 
between them. According to F l e m i n g s b o t h  main dendrite 
arms and their side branches can be considered as platelets. 
Reactions involving the various elements leading to blowhole 
formation were considered to occur in a discrete volume of 
liquid trapped between the dendrite platelets. All the solute 
elements were assumed to be completely mixed in the interdendritic 
liquid and to build up progressively during solidification.
The oxygen available for reaction with carbon to produce CO 
was assumed to be controlled by the amount of deoxidants (silicon 
and manganese in this case) in the liquid steel. The amount 
of CO^ produced was assumed to be negligible above 0.02% carbon.
Since the diffusivities of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and 
nitrogen are high in 6-iron and liquid steel at high temperatures 
it v/as assumed that these elements were completely mixed in 
both the solid and liquid phases during solidification. This 
means that at any stage of solidification, the equilibrium
distribution coefficient, kQ, see equation (1), applies, and
assuming linearity of liquidus and solidus lines, the
concentrations of the above elements can be calculated from
equation (k )• The : diffusivities of manganese and silicon
in liquid iron at 1f?00 to 1600°C are in the range to 10*^
2 —1cm sec • In solid iron, near the melting point, these 
diffusivities are lover by about two orders of magnitude*
Thus it was assumed, by Turkdogan, that there would be complete 
mixing of manganese and silicon in the liquid phase but negligible 
mixing in the solid. For this situation, equation (8) was 
chosen. This means that the effect of solidification rate was 
neglected by Turkdogan and the equilibrium distribution coefficient 
applied at all times.
Deoxidation by manganese and silicon in combination was 
considered to produce pure manganese silicates, and by employing 
suitable thermodynamic data, the dissolved oxygen content, and hence 
the partial pressure of carbon monoxide, were determined.
These latter quantities changed progressively during solidification 
of the small interdendritic cell as the various solute elements 
became concentrated, and equilibrium relationships became 
displaced. At each stage of solidification allowance was made 
for the manganese, silicon and oxygen combining as silicates
and suitable adjustments made to the concentrations before
proceeding to the next stage* In doing this it ?;as assumed
that nucleation of both inclusions and CO gas bubbles was
overcome easily with little supersaturation and that equilibrium
conditions prevailed, i.e., no kinetic factors were involved.
Ho allowance was made for the loss of carbon and oxygen, as
carbon monoxide, to the system. The condition for blowhole
formation to occur was that Pnn + Ptt + P,T , the sum of theOu xig Ng
partial pressures of the gases, exceeded one atmosphere*
Consistent with the earlier work of Nilles and Scimar^*^ and 
Oeters et al^^ ’^ ^, Turkdogan predicted that blowhole formation 
could be discouraged by
(i) increasing silicon and manganese contents
(ii) decreasing carbon and oxygen contents
(iii) decreasing hydrogen ana nitrogen contents 
It was also found that increasing the pressure and decreasing 
the temperature of the system discouraged blowhole formation.
Fig. shows the predicted effect of manganese on the 
critical initial silicon and carbon contents for blowhole 
formation at 0.010;o oxygen, one atmosphere CO pressure, and
4
freezing temperature 1525°C (with no hydrogen or nitrogen). 
Turkdogan l a t e r c a r r i e d  out experimental v/ork to show that
these predictions were reasonable. Included in fig. 11| are 
the silicon compositions predicted by Nilles and Scimar (see 
fig. 7) to give balanced ingots at 0*5% and 1.0^ manganese 
and 0.06 and 0.08^ carbon. There is extremely good agreement 
between the two sets of predictions over the range of compositions 
considered by Turkdogan in spite of the differences in approach 
to the problem. However when the effects of adding hydrogen 
and nitrogen, in amounts common to many steelmaking practices, 
see Tables II and III, are considered, there is marked disagree­
ment between the two sets of results, see fig. 15. This 
demonstrates the important effect that hydrogen and nitrogen 
may have on blowhole formation in deoxidised steels.
The theoretical treatment of Turkdogan became available 
at the time the present work was instigated and it was decided 
to adopt the model to try and predict steel compositions to avoid 
sub-surface porosity. A more detailed description of the 
model, together with modifications made to enable the model to 
be applied to a wider range of compositions than was originally 
treated by Turkdogan, is given in Section 3 and the Appendix 
of this dissertation.
2.k Other Factors influencing Blowhole formation in steel
So far it has been assumed that blowholes are produced 
during solidification solely by the solute elements, dissolved
in the steel as it enters the mould cavitjr, being rejected into 
the liquid ahead of the solidifying interface. However other 
factors which result in localised high concentrations of gases 
in the liquid steel can contribute to blowhole formation in 
steels. Hydrogen pick-up from mould moisture has been reported 
by Turton^^ who observed increases of up to 7 ml/lOOg after 
running steel over green sand. Porosity? resulting from 
localised carbon-oxygen reactions due to oxygen pick-up at 
the mould wall, 1ms also been reported by a number of authors^^* 
1 9 * 5 0 , 5 1 pamp green sand moulds are thought to.be one 
source of oxygen^^*^^, but Seastone^0  ^in considering 
balanced and killed Ingots found that iron oxide and lime present 
on mould walls could give rise to porosity. The oxide tended 
to build up progressively and stick to the mould wall.
Seastone found the problem could be alleviated by cleaning the 
moulds or by coating with either aluminium paint or a gilsonite 
base material. Cleaning moulds will obviously help remove 
existing dirt, and a mould coating helps repel splash, caused 
during teeming which would otherwise stick to the mould wall 
and oxidise; rapidly, providing an ideal site for a carbon- 
oxygen reaction. A volatile mould dressing could, on the . 
other hand, cause sub-surface porosity, if the rate of metal
rise in the mould is sufficiently 'rapid to cover the coating 
before all the volatiles have been driven off*
Volker^^ suggested that localised sub-surface porosity 
occurred as a result of bubble nucleation on foreign nuclei on 
the mould wall and that there must be a slag shin* preferably 
a reactive silicate,to prevent the porosity* He postulated 
that sub-surface blowholes occur to a severe degree in plain 
carbon steels since they contain insufficient silicon to form 
a suitable shin through its selective oxidation* He considered 
that a rusty mould wall did not cause porosity by local oxidation* 
but that the roughness of the mould wall in the vicinity of 
the rust rips off the ingot shin* leaving it bare and accessible 
to the foreign nuclei* Cn this issue* Volker,s theory seems 
a little incredible.
Bergh and Josefsson^^ ,together with Volker^*^, found 
slag droplets associated with blowholes in some cases* Though 
it was by no means proved conclusively, Bergh and Josefcson 
assumed that the blowholes could have been caused by reaction 
between the carbon in the steel and iron oxide in the slag 
particle* They also considered that the slag particles could 
aid blowhole nucleation by lowering surface tension*
The steels most likely to be susceptible to localised 
carbon-oxygcn reactions are those writh high carbon levels*
This is because,all other things being equal (e.g., degree of 
deoxidation), the carbon-oxygen equilibrium relationship will 
be more easily exceeded by a given increase in oxygen 
concentration in high carbon steels than in low carbon steels*
In fact Pribyl^^ observes that in the case of carbon-oxygen 
reaction resulting from oxygen pick up in the mould, the reaction
occurs more easily with high carbon levels.
A final example of effects, over and above those produced
by solute rejection during solidification,which can affect
the final blowhole structure, is the case of rimming steels*
Miles1 s ^ 0  ^ initial treatment of rimming steels did not talce
into account atmospheric oxidation while the steel is in the
( )mould. The later study of Oeters et alv^ y took this factor
into account and showed it could influence the loss of carbon
from the ingot, i*e*, stimulate the rimming action* In fact
(52)results of a study carried out at IRBIDV ' suggest that without 
atmospheric oxidation, a satisfactory rimming action would not 
be obtained, tending to confirm earlier work by Ward and 
Widdowson^^ who showed that the rimming intensity could be 
reduced markedly by casting under an inert atmosphere.
In this section an attempt has been made to show that^ 
while a great deal of care may be taken to develop models which 
can successfully account for processes occurring during 
solidification, other effects obtained in practice, but difficult 
to consider on a theoretical basis, must not be completely ignored* 
2*5 Blowhole Nucleation and Growth 
The condition for a stable gas bubble to exist in a 
liquid melt is given by the well known formula:-
PTotal >' PA + PF +    .....(18)
where = ’to'fcal pressure of gases supporting the
bubble (assumed = PCQ + P^ + P^ , the 
sum of the separate gas partial pressures)
PA = Atmospheric pressure or pressure applied
above the surface of the liquid steel
Pp = Ferrostatic pressure
r = gas bubble radius
o = surface tension of the molten steel
in contact with the gas bubble
2Q s= pressure reguired to maintain a bubble,r radius r, in molten steel of surface 
tension 0*
All pressures are in atmosnheres, except 2 g where a factor
6 rof 10 is reguired in the denominator to convert the term to
atmospheres*
Homogeneous nucleation of bubbles within a steel melt can 
virtually be discounted after the work of Kbrber and Oelsen^^, 
who showed it was possible to build up a large super saturation 
of carbon and oxygen, in an iron melt contained in a glased 
silica crucible, without 00 evolution talcing place* Considered 
guantitatively, a bubble nucleus of molecular dimensions 
(r-^6A) would have an internal pressure of 5 x 10^ atmospheres(55) 
This would Involve impossibly large supersaturation of gas 
forming elements*
Heterogeneous nucleation must therefore be considered. 
Blowholes are in fact observed to nucleate at the solid/liguid 
interface^9 This is a logical location since (i) gas 
concentrations will be highest in this region due to solute 
rejection and (ii) the surface tension of iron should be lower 
in this region due to build-up of various elements, and sulphur 
in particular* Prom surface energy considerations, Chalmers' ' 
shows that a cap type of nucleus should not be obtained*
While conditions are slightly more favourable for a near spherical
nucleus, a planar interface is not an ideal spot for nucleation 
to occur. Small crevices or irregularities on the interface 
increase the chances of nucleation, since, for given surface 
energy conditions and contact angle between the nucleus and 
the solid, a smaller nucleus volume is reguired to become stable 
in a crevice than at a planar interface' y* A typical example 
of a crevice in the solid/liguid interface would be a cell wall 
or an interdendritic space. Such a region is considered by 
Chalmerfs to become highly enriched in solute elements due to 
lateral segregation which causes a situation similar to the 
’terminal transient* condition, see fig. 2, to exist. Under 
such circumstances conditions for blowhole nucleation could be 
satisfied but it is unlikely that any of the models described 
earlier (55 *h0  ^use& to establish critical amounts of
gas forming elements in steels, would satisfactorily account for 
such conditions. However by employing the model of Turkdogan 
it should be possible to substitute gas pressures, calculated 
during solidification, directly into eguation^^ in order to 
assess the extent to which solute build up in a completely 
mixed interdendritic volume of liguid meets the gas pressure 
reguirements for nucleation*
(57)It is possible that a situation postulated Campbell'*"' 
may apply to blowhole nucleation* Campbell calculated that 
conditions for heterogeneous bubble nucleation would not be met 
by solute concentration alone, but would need an additional 
driving force. He suggested that minute air pockets trapped 
in certain exogeneous inclusions appear to be capable of stable 
existance for a period of time in a melt and able to provide
bubbles as nuclei for blowholes. This hypothesis does not 
seem unreasonable, especially in view of the observations of 
Bergh and Josefsson^^ and Volker^^ who on occasion found 
slag inclusions associated with blowholes* The mechanism 
would, however, be veiy difficult to verify in practice*
A vital stage in the appearance of blowholes is the initial 
growth of bubbles from atonic proportions to a stable size*
A bubble of radius 0*05 mm would require a supporting gas 
pressure of only 0.2 atmospheres if the surface tension, o P 
can be reduced to about 500 dynes/cm by solute enrichment*
At o = 1000 dynes/era, the supporting pressure needed would be 
0*1}. atmospheres* These pressures are in more reasonable 
proportions than those quoted earlier for atomic-sized bubbles, 
and providing there is sufficient flow of gas atoms to a bubble 
nucleus, early in its development, the pressure of gases required 
to maintain the bubble drops rapidly with increasing bubble 
sise* The ability of a bubble to become stable and its 
subsequent growth into a blowhole depend on:
(i) quantity of gas atoms being supplied per unit 
time to the blowhole 
(u) rate of advance of the surrounding solid/liquid 
interface
(iii) liquid flow ahead of the interface
(iv) external pressure being applied (i.e., atmospheric 
and ferrostatic)*
If there are insufficient gas atoms being transferred 
to a bubble during its early stages of growth, then the bubble 
may collapse. However, once a bubble begins growing into a
blowhole, it 1000011103 a ’sink1 for gas atoms from the surrounding 
enriched liquid, thus discouraging further blowholes forming in 
the immediate vicinity® Hi lies in setting up his oxygen
balance equation, see equation (11), assumed that the 
concentration gradient between the enriched liquid and blowhole 
was greater than between the enriched liquid and the bulk 
liquid. Hence for his particular case, oxygen diffused to 
the blowhole to form CO rather than to the bulk liquid. For 
carbon contents exceeding 0. diffusion of oxygen to the 
blowhole was considered rate controlling. Below 0o0h% carbon, 
the diffusion of carbon became the rate controlling factor.
The diffusion rate of nitrogen in liquid steel is reputedly 
1-2 orders of magnitude slower than that of hydro gen(58-6o)#
Thus it might be anticipated that blowhole growth would exhibit 
different features in high nitrogen steels to those in high 
hydrogen steels. Sulphur has been shown^*^2  ^to reduce the 
flow of nitrogen atoms across gas/liauid interfaces. The 
effect reaches a maximum at s u l p h u r a b o v e  which
the rate of transfer remains steady. Sulphur concentrates 
to approximately 20 times its original amount during solidification
(q) Assuming no reaction with other elements, it seems 
unlikely that increasing the initial sulphur concentration 
above about 0.015% will have much effect on the transfer of 
gas atoms to blowholes during solidification, but that from nil 
to 0.015?$ sulphur an effect may be observed.
While a bubble grows, the solid/liquid interface continues 
to advance and the relative growth rates of the solid and gas 
phases together with flow ahead of the interface^determine the 
final blowhole shape^as was lucidly outlined by Hultgren and 
Phragmen^2 .^ They considered first, the type of blowhole
obtained when the gas quantity is small and the bubble grows 
at the same rate as the surrounding interface. In this case 
no gas is dislodged from the interface and the bubble grows 
into an elongated blowhole with a tapered shape, as shown in 
fig. 16 a-c, due to the advance rate of the solid/liquid 
interface lessening slightly. If the quantity of gas atoms 
being supplied to the bubble is such that it grows more 
rapidly than the interface, part of the bubble begins to 
protrude into the liquid steel. V/hen this protrusion reaches 
a critical sise, part of it may be dislodged, the amount 
depending on the turbulence ahead of the interface, and form 
a rising bubble wrhich in turn will increase the turbulence.
If the movement ahead of the interface is slow, enough gas will 
be left to maintain a protruding bubble, see fig. I6d^. The 
next layer of steel which solidifies causes the bubble to 
contract slightly, fig. I6e^, but further gas evolution causes 
expansion, fig. I6g^. With more turbulence ahead of the 
interface, more gas is flushed out from the bubble. This 
situation applies in a rimming steel, where in the first place, 
bubbles grow so quickly that they escape, completely from the 
solid/liquid interface to create turbulence which gathers in 
momentum towards the top of the ingot. If the movement ahead 
of the interface is slowrer, such as at the bottom of a rimming 
ingot, where ferrostatic pressure starts to retard gas evolution, 
not all the gas escapes from the interface and liquid steel 
can enter the bubble cavity, fig. I6dr>. Further growth of the 
bubble tends to force the liquid outwards again, fig. I6eg, until 
gas is again removed ahead of the interface, fig.
The procedure repeated results In a worm-hole type■blowhole*
For a given amount of gas evolution per unit time 
solidification rate can affect the resulting blowhole'structure, 
particularly in large ingots, where ferrostatic pressure plays 
a large part in controlling blowhole growth* Y/ith a slow 
solidification rate, less gas will have been evolved by the time 
a critical pressure builds up to suppress blowhole growth, than 
'with a fast solidification rate. Clark and Binnie^^ 
reported a decrease of skin thickness of mould balanced and 
rimming ingots when the teeming temperatures were high. This 
effect was probably due to changes in solidification speed.
When gas evolution is only slight and very small blowholes are 
formed Just below the ingot surface, it is unlikely that the 
above effects will be observed.
The external pressure applied to the region in which gas is 
evolving in an ingot can greatly affect blowhole growth. The 
effect of ferrostatic pressure, P^ ,, was mentioned above. Korikav/a 
et a l ^ ^  demonstrated the effect of increasing P^, (see equation 
18) in preventing porosity occurring in sand castings while 
Ilultgren et a l ^ ^  showed that blowhole formation could be largely 
suppressed in rimming ingots by increasing the external pressure 
from 1 to 15 atmospheres.
Once the ingot top lias solidified over, atmospheric pressure 
is eliminated, and one of two things may happen. Pirstly, a 
back pressure can be set up which curtails blowhole growth. 
Secondly, if a pipe cavity begins to form, a shrinkage (or 
negative) pressure nay stimulate blowhole growth particularly 
near the top of the ingot where the pipe occurs. This is a
mechanism thought to operate to some extent in ladle “balanced 
ingots, to give the characteristic cone of blowholes just below 
the top surface.
3. DEVELOPMENT OF THEORY
As pointed out by Turkdogan M s  method of calculating 
gas pressures in steel became less accurate as the concentrations 
of impurity elements increased. In attempting to apply this 
method to a wider range of compositions than was originally 
considered, the literature has been examined for evidence of 
likely effects of increasing the concentrations of the solute 
elements on the accuracy of the calculations# It became apparent 
that increasing the carbon concentration would lead to a major 
source of errors unless its effect was offset by suitable 
modifications to the original method# However, the effects 
of other elements in the steel (manganese and silicon) could 
by no means be neglected.
In modifying the original method, the following factors 
were considered:
(i) solute interaction coefficients
(ii) change of primary solidification phase (i*e*, 
first phase to precipitate) from 6 to V •
(iii) varying solidification (liquidus) temperature
and hence the temperature at wMch thermodynamic 
reactions occur# (It must be emphasised that 
solidification of a small interdendritic volume 
of liquid is being considered at all times in 
' this theoretical treatment).
For the purpose of the present work} the parts of Turkdoganfs 
work applicable to combined deoxidation by manganese and silicon 
were considered# A computer programme lias been written which 
includes original equations necessary to calculate gas pressures 
under these conditions, together v/ith suitable modifications
*C0 =  i s a _  .............   (20)
to account for factors (I) to (iii) above* Equations upon 
which the computer programme was "based are given in section A. 1 
of the Appendix, which also includes a number of examples of the 
effects of the modifications introduced into the method, section 
A*2. A summary of the modifications is, however, considered 
appropriate at this stage*
3*1 Solute Interaction Effects 
3* i•1 Carbon Monoxide 
For the reaction
0 + 0=p 00(g)................... .........  (19)
the equilibrium constant Kqq was expressed as follows:-
_ 3 ______%Cj [ ^ 01
where is in atmospheres and the carbon and oxygen concentrations
in liquid iron in weight per cent* Equation (20) is satisfactory
providing these concentrations are small* However in steels of
commercial composition it is more correct to express as follows:
= CO ••••••*•**•• (21)0U [fc*wt.%C] [f0*wt*%OJ
where f and f are the henrian activity coefficients of carbon c 0
and oxygen respectively in liquid steel. These coefficients allow
for the effects of interaction of other solute elements present
in the liquid steel on carbon and oxygen in solution. f and fc o
can be expressed as follows:-V*1
l0E10fo = L ,e0 [wt*^] ......... ......... * (22)
and log10fo = /'e* [wt.gx] ev.  ....... . (23)
X  Xwhere /j represents the sum of a number of terms and ec, eQ are 
interaction coefficients, expressing the effect of a solute
element, X, on carbon and oxygen respectively in ilie ternary 
solutions Fe-C-X and Fe-O-X. For the purpose of the present 
work, interaction Y/as considered to occur between carbon, 
oxygen, silicon and manganese. Hence £ and £ are expressed 
as folloY/s:-
attempts were made to use data about v/hich there seemed most 
agreement in the literature* When this was not possible the 
tendency was to use the more recently published data*
The oxygen available for reaction with carbon to produce CO 
is determined by the silicon and manganese levels in the liquid 
steel at each incremental stage of solidification^in a similar 
manner to that adopted by Turkdogan^ and no modifications (e*g*, 
interaction parameters for manganese and silicon, and e^) 
have been made to the equationsused to calculate the dissolved 
oxygen content* Pco is now calculated, at each stage of 
solidification, from equations 21 p2k and 25, and the computer 
programme takes into account the changes in fc and £ that must 
occur as the concentrations of solute elements vary during 
solidification*
3.1.2 Hydrogen and Nitrogen
Solution of hydrogen and nitrogen in molten iron can be 
expressed las:
Selected values of e^ and e^ are given in Tables IV and V 
together v/ith other published data^*^^* Second order 
interaction effects are ignored. In choosing e^ and e^
i W2(g) = N
i M g )  = 5 (26)
(27)
For binary Fe-H and Fe-H systems., the. equilibrium constants 
for these reactions are given by Sievert,s Law:-
Kn = , [pm h], , (28)(%)*
K. = [irt.&il .......... ..............  (29)
P 2
where P„ and P,T are in atmospheres.2 2
The above expressions for ICg, were used in the initial 
work of Turkdogan. However, in a complex alloy system, such 
as commercial steels, other elements influence the behaviour 
of hydrogen and nitrogen in solution. These effects are 
expressed by the introduction of activity coefficients as in
equation 21. Thus equations 28 and 29 become:-
Kg o % •  [ppmHJ ......... ................. (30)\ Y
Kjj = % •  ...... ..... ...... ........... (31)\ Y
where fR and f^ are the respective henrian activity coefficients 
of hydrogen and nitrogen, given at low concentrations, by the 
following equations:
log10f H = £  eg [wtojsx]  ...................................... .. (32)
log10fN = £ eH LTrfc*^xJ ................ ........ <33)
where e^, e^ are the interaction coefficients^expressing the 
effect of solute element, X, on hydrogen and nitrogen respectively 
in the ternery systems Fe-H-X, and Fe-H-X.
In the present work, the interaction of carbon, manganese 
and silicon with hydrogen and nitrogen lias been considered# 
Consequently, f^ and f^ - are given as follows:-
l°g10£*H = [wt.^ c] + e|n [wt.jain] + e^tvrt.^Sij  (3k)
and log1Qf„ = ejjjf [v^ .jSc] + etc. .......................... . (35)
TT YTand e^  are not included in the equations as both of 
these interaction parameters have been shown to be zero^^,^ ^ov VThe values of e^ and in the present work are listed, together
with other published data^^*^00) in Tables VI and VII# Values
X (101}of e,r used were those selected by Chipman and Corrigan' /i'« "
from the literature# Values obtained by Weinstein and Elliott^7) 
were used for eJr sna e.5% These are the more recent values andII XI
fall within the range of data obtained from other literature#
For the value obtained by Laing et al^*^ was used as this XI
fell in the middle of the published range# In calculating 
fg and f^ it was assumed that second order effects do not affect 
the result#
The concentrations of carbon, manganese and silicon in
the interdendritic liquid change during solidification# Hence
fH and f^ change accordingly# These changes are computed in
a similar manner to f„ and f , and PrT and P., are calculatedc o* Hg Ng
from equations 30, 31# 5b and 35*
3o2 Influence of Primary Solidification Phase 
It was apparent, when dealing with higher carbon levels 
than those considered by Turkdogan, that at some stage of the 
solidification process, the carbon concentration in the enriched 
interdendritie liquid would exceed the limit of the peritectic
line in the Fe-G phase diagram, point D in fig* 17 9 io e*, the 
first phase to solidify would change from 5 to V. It is known 
that many elements,.including most of those involved in the 
present work, have greater solubility in tf-iron than in .6-iron 
at a particular temperature. This means that their egui librium 
distribution coefficients,!^, will be greater for solidification 
to than for solidification to 5* neglecting any possible 
secondary effects of other solute elements* Selected data 
for k^ and k^ are given in Tables VIII and IX together' with 
other published 55,67,95,103-117).
For 5-solidification the k values used were thoseo
suggested by Turkdogan. Data on 'distribution coefficients 
between liquid and #-iron are scarce and that available is 
mainly from one source^^.
Allowance for change in phase during solidification was
taken into account when the computer programme was written*
As shown in fig. 17* the limit of the peritectic line occurs
at approximately 0*5$ carbon* (The effects of other elements
on this composition are neglected). The computer was programmed
to make it possible to switch from values of kQ for s-iron
to k for V~iron when the carbon content in the interdendritic o
liquid exceeded this level of carbon. The equations employed 
for calculating solute enrichment during solidification to 6-iron 
(see equations k and 8) and the assumptions made in choosing 
these equations (i.e., regarding diffusivities) were assumed 
to hold for solidification to tf-iron. Only values of-k 
were programmed to change at the appropriate point.
3«3 Effect of varying the Solidification (ie. liouiduG).Temperature
Equilibrium constants for the reactions involved in 
calculating gas pressures are temperature dependant* Turkdogan 
considered steels containing up to 0.1^ carbon and assumed a 
constant solidification temperature of 1323°C. Any change in
solidification temperature by solute enrichment was neglected* 
However, Turkdogan pointed out the shortcomings of this procedure 
v/hen dealing v/ith higher carbon concentrations© Changes in 
solidification temperature resulting from increased carbon 
concentration in the interdendritic liquid can give rise to large 
changes in the equilibrium constants* particularly those involved 
in the deoxidation reactions, when initial carbon levels in the
range 0.1 to 0o3% are considered. Hence, large errors, in Pco
can occur.
In the present work steps have been taken to allow for 
changes in solidification temperature, v/hich is assumed to be 
determined solely by the carbon content of the liquid steel.
If the liquidus curves in the Fe-C phase diagram, fig. 17* are 
assumed linear then it is possible to compute the solidification 
temperature in terms of carbon content as follows
(i) Solidification to 6-iron (4 0,3% carbon)
T°K » 1810 - 15(%G) ...... (36)
(ii) Solidification to y-i^on (> 0*3% carbon)
T°K s 1819 -  9 1 o ( £ c ) ...........................  (37)
The initial solidification temperature, and hence the 
temperature at which the thermodynamic reactions first take 
place, is determined by the initial uniform carbon concentration
when g - Go The temperature''then, changes progressively Y/ith 
carbon content between g = C and 1* Should the first phase 
to solidify change from c to % during solidification, then 
equation (36) is replaced by equation {37)* The computer 
is programmed to alter course at 0*5/^  carbon*
It is possible to operate the programme in two ways:-
(i) the solidification temperature is determined by 
the initial carbon level (at nil c/l solidified) 
and remains the same throughout solidification*
(ii) the solidification temperature changes with carbon 
concentration during solidification*
These two methods have been compared, see the sections 
A2.1*3 and A2.2*3 of Appendix*
The equations from which the equilibrium constants can be 
calculated were given, by Turkdogan, only for the deoxidation 
reactions* Hov/ever, and (see equations 30 and 30* 
also temperature dependant, and are expressed in the computer 
programme as follows:-
log^Kg = -1631 + 2.316   (38)
l o ^ QIuj: = -188.1 - 1.2X6      (39)
T is in degrees absolute and and are expressed in ppm 
hydrogen and v/eight per cent nitrogen respectively* Equations 
are taken from data of Geller and Sun^^^ and Weinstein and 
Elliotf87'.
3*h Results of Modifications
It is shov/n in section A2 of the Appendix that the 
modifications outlined in sections 3*1 to 3©3 ca& have marked
effects 021 the calculated gas pressures* Three carbon levels 
have been considered for demonstration purposes, 0*10, Go20 and 
0«50>;o These are examples of steels in which the primary 
solidification phase is
(i) wholly 6 (0#10;£ carbon)
(ii) primarily 6 , but changes to ^ during solidification 
(0* 2}j carbon)
(iii) v/holly ^(O.bO^o carbon) 
ilanganese and silicon levels considered at each carbon level 
were 1C0^ and OdOyo respective!y0 In addition, two further 
silicon levels, 0«03 ana 0*25^ were considered for the calculations 
of Pqq in 0o10/o carbon steels# The hydrogen and nitrogen 
levels considered were 7 PP^ and 0#016% respectively.
The three carbon levels examined cover much of the 
commercial plain carbon range# The manganese level of 1#C$>
is approximately in the middle of the range found in commercial
carbon steels and the three silicon levels should cover a range 
of ingot conditions from "blown1' to fully killed (depending of 
course on the hydrogen and nitrogen contents of the steel)#
The hydrogen and nitrogen levels chosen are to the top side of 
those normally found in modern steelmaking practices, but 
demonstrate effects of the computer programme modifications 
the most clearly on the scale chosen#
Given below is a summary of the effects:
(a) The interaction terms for carbon tend to be dominant 
particularly at the higher carbon levels considered 
and during the later stages of solidification.
Terms involving silicon and manganese cannot however 
be neglected, especially at low carbon contents#
Terms involving oxygen tend to be very small 
and could be neglected#
The net effect of interaction is to reduce P^q
but increase P.T and (for the most part) PTT * the 2 2* changes being most marked at the higher carbon
levels and towards the end of solidification#
Changing from 6 to /during solidification reduces
all the gas partial pressures by virtue of the
fact that distribution coefficients of elements
in t are greater than in thus resulting in a
slower build-up of gases in front of a solid^
interface-
programming the liauidus temperature to decrease
as the carbon content of the steel increases
results in a drop in P^Q but increases (fairly
small) in P~ and P_T . These effects also 2 "2become more pronounced as the carbon content 
increases and solidification proceeds#
Combined effect of the modifications is to reduce
p and, for the most part, increase Pw and P7T •1 CO 2 2The exception with the latter tv/o gases arises when
the drop in pressure resulting from the 5 to ^  change
exceeds the increase in pressure caused by interaction
and varying temperature effects*
?Totai> ^iie total pressure of gases in the liquid steel 
PC0 + %  * PIT  ^ •LoY/ere(^  as a result of pressure
changes described in (e)# Increasing the carbon 
content of the steel enlarges this pressure drop, which 
also generally increases during solidification#
h> iv & m n m t T A L  w o r k
h.c 1 Procedure
lio 1 e 1 Steels Investigated
A list of steels investigated* together with variables 
studied is given, in Table X® Variation of hydrogen in the 
free cutting steels and nitrogen in the rail steel compositions 
v/as consistent with the problems being encountered on the steel- 
plant at the time the present work was instigated® The ' \
work v/as extended to plain carbon steels, containing 0*1 and Qa2% 
carbon, in order to obtain a comprehensive picture of blowhole 
formation over a fairly wide range of steel qualities®
Steelmaking and Casting 
Laboratory melts, weighing 28 lb®, were made up in a high 
frequency melting furnace with a magnesite lining* Air melting 
was employed and the melting procedure v/as as follows
(i) Swedish iron (see Table XI) v/as melted dov/n to give 
a bath of metal containing approximately 0»2% oxygen,
(ii) Where appropriate, hydrogen v/as bubbled into the
bath at this stage through a silica tube, held just 
under the surface of the molten metal. The apparatus 
v/as fitted with a safety value since, occasionally, 
the tube blocked, causing steel to splash when the 
pressure v/as released.
(iii) A bath temperature of 1580°C vras attained and ferrd- 
silicon, see Table XI added. The bath v/as then left 
for a period of 5 minutes, during which, experience 
in the steelmaking section at Sv/inden Laboratories 
had shown, the silicon reacted v/ith the oxygen in the
steel to form oxides which, aided by the eddy 
currents created loy the coil, floated to the 
surface and were removed as slag* After the 
5 minute period theoxygen had been reduced 
ostensibly to an equilibrium value and sufficient 
silicon remained to meet final analysis requirements. 
Finishing additions were made. These consisted 
of 'Warner iron, high or low-carbon ferromanganese 
and, where appropriate, nitrogen-manganese metal. 
Average analyses for these alloys are given in 
Table XI. Low-carbon ferromanganese additions 
were restricted to eases where the specified carbon 
content was less than about 0.10^. Nitrogen- 
manganese metal was used to boost the nitrogen 
content of the steel. The respective amounts of 
gases in the steel were varied by varying the amounts 
of carbon, silicon, hydrogen and nitrogen added to 
the steel. In the free cutting steels, sulphur 
was added in the form of ferrous sulphide.
After the finishing additions had been alio wed to 
melt, the bath temperature was checked. Casting 
temperatures were standardised in the range 1580 to 
1610°C. The 0.5^ carbon steels were cast at 
temperatures towards the lower end of this range 
(1580-1590°C), while the low carbon steels tended 
to be cast towards the top end of the range 
(160C-1610°C)«
The melts were cast into cast iron moulds, about 
16 in high, with square cross section, tapering
from 2 in at the hot ton to 3 in at the top, The 
ingots were left open-top, with no feeder head or 
exothermic powder additions*
4*1*3 Sampling
Pot samples for chemical analysis (including nitrogen) 
were taken immediately prior to casting* Samples for hydrogen 
analysis were taken, first from the furnace, prior to casting 
hy means of ‘gravity filling5 silica tubes, and then from the 
mould, on completion of casting, by means of evacuated pyrex 
tubes. Details of the sampling tubes are given in fig. 18.
For the furnace samples, the silica tubes were dipped into the 
molten steel so that the filler hole, see fig* 18(a) was ;just 
below the surface. Steel then flowed into the tube* The 
ends of the evacuated tubes were thinned down so that, on 
contact with-the molten steel in the mould, the glass melted 
and steel was sucked into the tube.
The silica tubes were preferred to split moulds for the 
furnace samples since preliminary experiments had indicated 
that it would be difficult to avoid slag contamination when 
teeming the split mould samples. On the other hand, slag- 
free silica tube samples could be ensured by first freeing the 
liquid metal surface from slag and then keeping the furnace 
power on during sampling, (once the power was switched off and 
the eddy currents removed, the top surface of the steel slagged 
over). It v/as impractical to obtain ‘gravity filled1 samples 
from the metal in the mould and hence the evacuated tubes were 
used for this purpose, having first confirmed that comparable 
results were obtained from the two methods.
The furnace and mould samples were plunged into cold water 
and the glass surrounding the samples shattered so that the 
steel v/as quenched to room temperature in a matter of seconds,
(5 seconds maximum). The samples were then transferred to 
cardice where they remained until analysed by the hot extraction 
method (at 650°C). Furnace samples were also utilised, in 
certain cases and when suitable, for oxygen analysis by the 
vacuum fusion method* mould samples were initially used in 
the same way, but extremely high oxygen contents were obtained.
This was attributed to glass being sucked up into the tube along 
with the steel. Oxygen analysis, therefore, v/as subsequently 
restricted to furnace samples.
4*1o 4 Study of ingot Blowhole Structures
Ingot blowhole structure v/as studied visually after sectioning 
the ingots longitudinally0 A selection of blowhole structures 
obtained during the experiments is shown in fig.- 19® For 
simplicity, ingots were classed either as parous* or •solid1.
Thus, only ingot *A9 in fig. 19 would fall into the latter 
category.
4* 1 • 5 II et allograph! c Examination of Samples
4*1•5®1 Blowholes
After' undergoing preliminary examination, suitable ingots 
were sectioned further, and 'blowholes studied in more detail 
metallographically. During the preparation of samples, surfaces 
were ground down in stages, and the distances of the blowhole 
tips from the ingot surface measured at each stage. In so doing 
it was possible to obtain some specimens for examination with 
blowholes at, or near, their minimum distance from the surface.
/.;© 1© 5* 2 Tnelws ion .:b:aringt ion C3l(i-o
£ > J f o r  inclusion examination vcrelishon from finer, see 
hydrogen s rural es«, ' '• fa- v ‘ ': -■■■•' ’
' ' This was in an attempt to:-
(i) estimate by inclusion counting the extent to which 
oxides contributed to the total analysed oxygen*
(ii) assess the validity of assuming an equilibrium 
deoxidation product of pure I'nO* GiOg* 
for (i) above, the Quantitative Television microscope v/as 
employed* 7!hen representative inclusions had been selected, 
they were analysed on the electron Trobo hicroanalyoor for (ii) 
above.
hP2 . hxrcrlnontal Hosults 
4* 2«1 Chemical Analysis
Since about hpG casts were involved in the present work, 
it is'net practical to account for each chemical analysis hero© 
elements varied by design (i.e., silicon, hydrogen and nitrogen) 
arc accounted for in the following sections* When hydrogen 
and nitrogen were not boosted artificially, the levels of those 
elements in the steel were found to be 3-4 mls/1 CGg and 0*007“
0*G09g respectively,' see Table h* The sulphur and phosphorus 
ranges obtained arc alee given in Table h*
Tor a given steel quality, attempts were made to maintain 
constant carbon and manganese levels* This was not always 
possible, and hence steels inside the following analysis ranges 
were used in assessing the results*
(i) c* Cl* - 0*064 carbon (Av* *054), 0*9 - 1*154 
manganese (hv« 1*04)
(ii) Gc G> - 0* *114 carbon (Av. .104)? 0.9 — 1«i 
manganese (Av. 1.04)
(iii) 0 . 1 8  - 0 . 2 2 4  carbon (Av. . 2 0 4 ) ,  0.9 - 1*154 
manganese (Av. 1.04)
(iv) 0.45 - 0.554 carbon (Av. .484), 1.0 - 1.34 
manganese (Av. 1.24)
4 . 2 . 2  Astablishiny Forous/3olid Borderlines 
As indicated in Table X. for a particular steel base 
composition, silicon and either nitrogen or. hydrogen were varied 
so as to vary the gas content. Hence, results were divided 
into a number of discrete silicon ranges, and within these 
ranges, the effects of increasing nitrogen or hydrogen were 
studied. Results for 0 . 1  C>4 carbon free cutting steels are 
shown in fig. 2 0 .  Here the ingots were classed as ‘porous5 
or ‘solid5 according to the scheme outlined in fig. 19* The 
manganese and nitrogen were held constant at 1.04 and 0.0084 
respectively and the silicon ranges were chosen as follows:
nil-0.024; c.02-0.054; 0.05-0.104; 0.10-0.204; 0.20-0.304.
The ranges were wider for the higher silicon steels since the 
effect of silicon on the oxygen content of the steel diminishes 
with increasing amount of aeoxidant^^. To make it possible 
to divide up the silicon levels into the smaller discrete 
ranges, e.g. nil-0.024, with confidence, it was necessary to 
employ colorimetric silicon analysis (accurate to +0.0054 silicon) 
in place of the more routine gravimetric analysis, accurate 
to +0.024 silicon.
The hydrogen content plotted in fig. 20 is that of the 
liquid in the mould at the end of casting. The evacuated tubes 
used to obtain mould samples for hydrogen analysis did not 
alv/aye operate satisfactorily, but it was always possible to.
obtain good furnace samples* For this reason, a relationship 
v/as established between the hydrogen content in the furnace 
and that in the mould on casts where both samples were 
satisfactory* This made it possible to obtain a good estimate 
of the hydrogen content of steel in the mould from the furnace 
value when a poor mould sample was obtained* Relationships 
between furnace and mould hydrogen contents are given in fig. 21 
for free cutting steel (0.05 and 0*10% carbon) and plain low 
carbon steels (0*1 and 0.24 carbon). It will be noted in 
both caseB, that there was a certain hydrogen level above which 
hydrogen v/as lost between furnace and mould and below which 
hydrogen was picked up. For free cutting steels this value 
was 3# 6 ml/100g; for plain carbon steels the value v/as 5*8 ml/100g.
In fig. 20, the upper limit of the porous/solid borderline 
scatter band was taken as the highest hydrogen level at which 
a solid ingot was obtained. The lower limit was taken to be 
the lowest hydrogen level to produce a porous ingot. In the 
silicon range nil-0.024 no lov/er limit to the borderline could 
be established at the minimum levels of hydrogen and nitrogen 
attainable on the air melting furnaces. The point demonstrated 
in fig. 20 is that the hydrogen content at the porous/solid 
borderline increased with increasing silicon content, although 
above about 0.104 silicon, very little change in the position 
of the borderline was detectedQ The effect is shown more 
clearly in fig. 22. Here the scatter bands were re-drawn 
with the silicon content increasing continuously, rather than 
in a series of discrete steps. The best curve was drawn 
through the bands to depict the best estimate of the porous/ 
solid borderline over the range of compositions studied.
Ideally the results should have been divided into a large number 
of discrete silicon ranges between nil and 0*304, but this would 
have involved a prohibitive number of casts.
Similar exercises, involving about 430 experimental casts, 
were carried out for the compositions listed in Table X, and the 
results are presented in fig* 23. In this figure, the points on 
the curves are the mid-points of scatter bands, similar to those 
shown in fig. 22. Results from the free cutting steel experiments 
in fig. 23(a) shov; that the porous/solid borderline hydrogen 
content v/as higher in the 0.054 carbon than in the 0.104 carbon 
steels over the full range of silicon levels studied. A similar 
pattern emerges from fig. 23(c), where the nitrogen content at 
the porous/solid borderline is higher in the 0.14 plain carbon 
than in the 0.484 plain carbon steels t over the full silicon range 
in spite of the manganese level being slightly higher in the 
0.484 carbon steels. However, this trend is reversed in fig. 
23(b), in which borderlines in 0.1 and 0.24 plain carbon steels 
are compared. Though the curves are close together up to 
approximately 0.134 silicon, the porous/solid borderline is higher 
in the 0.24 than in the 0.14 carbon steels. Comparing 0.14 
carbon free cutting with plain carbon (or low-sulphur) steel, 
figs. 23(a) and (b) it is seen that for a given silicon level, 
more hydrogen is required to produce porous ingots in the high- 
sulphur ingots than in the low sulphur ones. A general feature 
of the results was a sharper change in the porous/solid border­
lines at lov; silicon levels compared with the silicon levels 
exceeding 0.14.
In only one of the series of experimental steels ;the 0.054 
carbon FCS^was it found possible to obtain solid ingots (and 
therefore a porous/solid borderline) below about 0.034 silicon, 
even when the hydrogen and nitrogen contents v/ere not boostedo
In the rail steels (0.484 carbon), solid ingots could not be 
obtained below about 0.0754 silicon.
From the curves in fig. 23, it was possible to read off 
porous/solid borderline hydrogen or nitrogen levels for a number 
of silicon levels, see Table XII, and this data was fed into 
the computer for gas pressure calculations (see Section 5)«
4.2.3 Silicon-Oxygen Relationships in Experimental Steels
Since air melting v/as employed, and the experiments were 
not being carried out under ideal circumstances as far as 
equilibrium for the deoxidation and gas reactions v/as concerned, 
it v/as decided to compare the oxygen levels obtained in the 
experimental steels with those predicted by work carried out 
under controlled conditions and utilised by Turkdogan^^*
Also, in view of the apparent effect of sulphur in causing an 
increase in the porous/solid borderline, the oxygen levels in 
0.14 carbon free cutting and plain carbon steels v/ere compared, 
see fig. 24. Formally, at least 2-3 oxygen determinations 
v/ere carried out on each silica tube sample, and the average 
value taken. If the values from these determinations disagreed 
markedly (by more than about 104), extra determinations were 
performed until a reasonable average value was obtained.
The theoretical silicon-oxygen curve, in fig. 24 was 
calculated from the data given in Turkdogan*s paper. A 
manganese level of 1.04 was assumed. In general, the experimental 
points, as expected,.fell above the theoretical line. However, 
a number of points from the high sulphur Bieel experiments 
fell on or below the theoretical curve, and in the range nil to 
0.104 silicon in particular^ the oxygen levels in the high-svxlphur
steels were generally lower than in the plain carbon steels. 
Average oxygen levels for the following silicon ranges: nil-
0.054; 0.05-0.104; 0.10-0. 204 and 0.20-0.304 in the low and
high sulphur steels are given in Table XIII. For each silicon 
range the oxygen content of high sulphur steels v/as lower than 
that of the low-sulphur steels.
The technique employed for oxygen analysis measures the 
total oxygen content of the steel (i.e. not only dissolved 
oxygen, but also oxygen in the steel combined as oxides).
Unless all these inclusions are eliminated from the liquid steel, 
it is obvious that a true siiieon-oxygen relationship cannot be 
established. Thus, as mentioned earlier, an attempt was made 
to assess the effect of inclusion content on the total oxygen 
content in the steel. In addition, suitable inclusions were 
analysed on the electron probe microanalyser to establish 
whether the assumptions made in the theoretical treatment, 
regarding silicate analysis (i.e. that the silicates were of 
composition MnO.SiOg), were reasonable.
k.2.4 Inclusion Examination
Specimens for metallographic examination were selected so 
that a number of samples having the same silicon content but 
varying total oxygen contents were examined. Work was carried 
out by a quantitative television microscope and results for 
a number of plain carbon steel specimens are shown in Table XIV. 
It v/as possible, using the QTM, to measure total area per cent 
of oxides and the number of oxides in various size ranges, but 
not the area per cent oxides in each size range.
Preliminary metallographic examination revealed three 
fairly well defined size ranges of oxides (see fig. 25):
(i) a large number of very small inclusions,
<4 \x in diameter,
(ii) a smaller number of inclusions 4-1 Op,
(iii) a few inclusions, >10a in size*
The inclusions in the range 4-1 Oa and >10a in size were 
considered unlikely to have formed during solidification and 
cooling of the steel samples, which had been quenched rapidly, 
giving inclusions very little time to grow or coagulate* It 
v/as inferred, therefore, that these inclusions were present in 
the liquid steel prior to solidification and the oxygen combined 
in these inclusions could not be classed as fdissolvedf at 
casting temperatures* On the other hand, the large numbers 
of very small inclusions, by virtue of their more general 
distribution and size, probably precipitated as a result of 
manganese, silicon and oxygen enrichment during solidification 
and the oxygen combined in these inclusions could be classed 
as ‘dissolved9 prior to solidification*
The results presented in Table XIV show that the above 
inferences v/ere reasonable* For a particular silicon content, 
increasing the numbers of the larger inclusions, particularly 
those above 10{i , led to an increase in the total oxygen content* 
This effect was apparent, but not as marked, for the inclusion 
size range 4 - 10m- and there v/as little trend of total oxygen 
content with the number of inclusions <4 p. in size*
Analysis of a number of oxides is given in Table XV* Only 
the larger oxides (i*e0 those formed prior to solidification) 
were of suitable size for probe analysis* These oxides v/ere 
found to be silicates containing mainly HnO and SiO^ but with 
small amounts of FeO and TiOgo The TiOg was thought to have
originated from residual titanium in the steelmaking additions
or furnace lining contamination from previous casts. The
information given In Table XV indicates that the inclusion analysis
varied between (MnO.FeOjSiC^ and (l.InO.FeO^^.SiOge Excluding
the small amount of FeO, the composition can be said to vary
between HnO.SiOg end (MnO^^.SiOg® There appeared to be
a trend from the former to the latter composition with increasing 
Si/Mn ratio. This information suggests that an assumed silicate 
composition of MnO.SiOg in the theoretical model was not 
unreasonable.
Area per cent oxide figures are Included in Table XIV.
From these figures weight per cent silicon and oxygen combined 
as oxides, assumed to be of composition Iln.SiO^ were calculated. 
Fig. 26 shows a reasonable relationship between vacuum oxygen 
results and the calculated oxygen figures, and indicates that 
most of the oxygen in the steel was combined as oxides after 
solidification.
4.2.5 Blowhole Examination
There was a trend in the type of blowhole produced from 
an acicular type in the very low carbon steels (up to 0.14) 
to a more lenticular or bulbous type in the higher ^0.484 carbon 
steels. Examples of the different types of blowhole are 
given in figs. 27-29®
Irrespective of the type of blowhole, those in Ingots 
of borderline porosity, or on the slightly gassy side (see 
fig. 19(b), were trapped very close to the ingot surface, 
although in many cases this was not immediately apparent due 
to sectioning effects.
Using the technique of grinding the specimens in stages, 
surface-to-blov/hole distances of as low as C®06 mm v/ere measured. 
The close proximity of a blowhole tip to the ingot surface is 
demonstrated in fig. 30. iJote the protuberance at the surface 
adjacent to the tip of the blowhole in fig. 30(a) suggesting, 
perhaps, that the pressure of gases in the blowhole lias forced 
the surface skin outwards*
It is apparent in fig. 29 that there is a very fine dendrite 
spacing in the region of the base of the blowholes. The 
structure was in fact so indistinct at this point that it was 
not possible to obtain a reasonable estimate of the spacings* 
Measurements made about 10 mm from the ingot surface showed 
the spacing at this position v/as approximately 0.05 sin*
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The theory, outlined earlier in the dissertation and in 
ppendix, was applied to the calculation of gas pressures 
eels of porous/solid borderline composition shown in 
XII. All the modifications outlined in section 3 
, interaction, varying temperature, 6 - Y change) 
included in the calculations. Xxamnles of how uU
no. P- can contribute to Pfn x . _ are given in fig. 31*i’< ,-j jl o G a J.
apparent tin t the relative contributions of the three
nent gases change during solidification. In the early’
3 of solidification, P^q tends to dominate, but towards
nd of the solidification, the combination of p„ and P,,T
n2 “2the larger contribution to Pfl.  ^ * note the differenceiObajLt
, n between the C-.10 and 0*484 carbon steels at nil,'.’(• ual
if lode !>, 4. in the 0.484 carbon steel is much higheri. O wOJ.
in the 0.10/ carbon steel initially, but during the
ificati on process the values of Pr_ x for the two carbon x fotal
s gradually merge, and. at some stage, reach a common 
This agreement irf  ^-j during the later stages of 
if icati on is a- very important factor in determining how/ 
hecry can be applied successfully to practice, as will 
scribed in more detail in the discussion.
P.:,  ^_ curves for the porous/solid borderline compositions,v. o u a
in Table XII, are presented in figs. 32-34* The 
;..l pattern is for P~, . n to increase during the solidifica- 
process, although in some cases, this is followed by a 
ase in the later stages of solidification.
in interpreting tixo pressure curves, two assumptions 
were nude® The fi rs o v/as that for b 1 ov/lio 1 cs to form,
P _ must exceed at least one atmosphere. the reasoni O
for this assumption v/as that metallographic examination 
had indicated that 'blowholes nucleate very close -to the 
inset surface5 almost certainly hefore a 'Significant 
ferrcstatic pressure had built up. and before the ingot 
top had solidified over* removing the influence of 
atmospheric pressure. For the moment9 nucleation problems 
were neglected# The second assumption /a s t na t blowhole 
formations and hence the porous/solid borderline should 
occur for all compositions} at a particular pressure or 
wit.-ii: u small pressure range. Furthermore} a certain value
of . . . should correspond to a certain blowhole structure*
Hemco« for a particular set of porous/solid borderline
Pn. . _ curves, there should be c3.ose agreement at someT o t  a m .
stage of solidification and particularly in the region 
of axe atmosphere mid above* The first curves to be 
cbix.ixod v/ere those for free cutting steels* fig® 32(a) 
ana. (b) * Ocatter bands for these two series of curves 
arc drawn in fig. 35(e)* Closest agreement in 
between the two sets of steels occurred at approximately 
9Of. solidified} the pressure range at this point being
1 .1  tr 1 • i\ 5 a t m o s ph e r c s .
similar agreement in pressure at 90/ solidified was 
obtained for the 0 .1/ carbon steels, containing 0 *008/ 
nitre.gen* fig. 33(a). However* in this case the pressure 
range was 0*9 to 1 .0 atmospheres (see also scatter band in
fig. 35(b))® At this stage, therefore * it s’ecmcd reasonable 
to use the discrete pressure range at 90/ solidified as the 
criterion for predicting porous/solid borderlines in steels*
such close agreement' in 11., „ obtained for the 1 ow­let a 1
carbon steels -with varying hydrogen* was not repeated when' 
the nitrogen content was varied* see fig. 33(b). 'The 
porous/solid borderline J?fl values for the hi gh-n i t re gen 
(>0*011;/) steels deviated from those for low-nitrogen 
( < .ell;/) during the later stages of solidification. The 
pressure range at 90/ solidified for the high-nitrogen 
steels was 1.10 to 1 .25 atmospheres* while for the low- 
nitre gen steels it v/as 0.85 to 1.10 atmospheres. A similar 
time , r-.p a higher at '90/ solidified, with increasing
nitrogen content for porous/solid borderline compositions 
was observed with the 0.1|8/ carbon steels * fig* 35(b).
In AA.c case* for steels containing up to 0*013/ nitrogen* 
pr at 90/ solidified was 1.0-1.1 atmospheres* in goodi. C -L
agr cm ant with the low-nitrogen 0.1/ carbon steels (see 
scatrum bands, fig. 35(b)). Above 0.013/ nitrogen, PfJ 
(90, ) was 1.1 to 1*2 atmospheres, again in excellent 
agreement' with-.the results from the 0.1/ carbon steels, see 
fig* ;5(e). The results from the 0.2/ carbon steels, 
fig. 35(a) did not fall into the above pattern. However 
if carves for steels containing up to 0 .15/ silicon are 
considered, it is evident that closest agreement in.Pn , ,1 O UaX
occurs at about 90/ solidified in the range 1.1 to 1.2 atmospheres. 
The., curve for the 0.25/ silicon steels containing 7 ppm 
hydrogen does not give such good agreement, and pressures 
approaching 1.5/1*5 atmospheres are attained at 90-955 solidified.
Further features of the P-t • curves in figs.' 51 - 35*i OuaJ.
possible implications of which will be discussed later, 
were the fairly high initial gas pressures in 0.2 and 0,58/ 
carbon .steels compares, with those in 0,03 and 0.10/ carbon 
steels. Also, the curves for ..the higher carbon-GGul " -
steels tended to approach cne atmosphere at an earlier stage
of solidificaticn then the curves for the low carbon steels.
.hie relative contributions that CO. H0 and ly make toh a
the final mixture of gas is demonstrated in Table XVI, in 
which h o c  gas pressures at 90/ solidified, for the porous/ 
solid borderline compositions obtained in the present work, 
are listed. The increasing importance of and P,T , as0-2 XP
the .lewree of deoxidation in the steel increases, is evident
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6*1 -Limitations of Theory
6,1.1 hauilibrlum. .Lata
In calculating the partial pressures of carbon monoxide* 
’open and 'nitrogen* it.was .assumed*, consistent with 
:clopan1 s original work * that all deoxidation and pas 
rim: reactions occurred under equilibrium conditions *
; there was no problem of oxide nucleation* and that no 
:tic factors were involved * either during cooling or the 
sequent solidification process. Furthermore, in consider-
e.eoxidation reactions, it was assumed that only manganese 
silicon determined the amount of dissolved oxygen available 
‘csct with carbon to produce carbon monoxide. The oxides 
h i v e d  in the deoxidation process were assumed to be pure 
-.id manganese silicates ' , J.
In. the first stage of the experimental procedure,
'.ing was carried out under atmospheric conditions.
, unlike the conditions under which the thermodynamic
■..ere obtained, there was a continuous supply of air 
■ he molten steel, making the attainment of complete 
.librium unlikely. In spite of this, analysis of oxides 
;cnl in the steel prior to solidification, showed that 
.cates* similar in composition to those predicted from the 
r y ?  wore obtained. The silicon - oxygen relationship 
* l.Cp manganese) in the experimental steels at tap lay 
'o the equilibrium line calculated from theory* see fig* 21*. 
;ver, quantitative metallography revealed that much of the 
;en in the steel was combined as oxides which had not 
iped from the system. Therefore, the true experimental
silicon - cxggcn rwlatiuisnip lay nearer the equilibrium 
line than v/as first suspected *
lulplmr* not included in the theoretical deoxidation
equations * had a significant effect on the oxygen content
of the steelso Though sulphur is reputedly a weal: deoxidant
(the negative free encr-y of f on.: at ion of 30., is less than
half those of hnO and CiCg at 160C°C^“^ )  and should *
therefore, have little effect on the oxygen content of the
steel, evidence from the present work indicated that the
oxygon content of re sulphur i c* c d steels was lower than that
of the plain carbon steels over the silicon range examined.
Th- c.ifferenee was most marked at the lower silicon levels•
It is possible that sulphur indirectly affects the deoxidation
react I'- ns by influencing the activities of the other de oxidants,
manganese for instance. This apparent ’killing1 action of(11°-12 ahsulpa-r iias been noted elsewhere in other investigationsv  ^
but :p.qxrentiy without explanation, until Yeo^*^^ suggested 
that ,.f.e function of this element might be to impair the 
tr- X.::for of carbon and oxygen atoms across the gas/liquid 
metal interface in the same way it is reputed to slow down 
nitrog en t r a n s f e r 9- . Clearly, there is scope for 
further work to be done to study the true deoxidation effects 
of sulphur.
during casting, the contact of the molten steel with 
the atmosphere is another factor which can upset equilibrium
f  I Q  \conaitions• For instance, Pribyl ' noted oxygen pick-up 
in steel during teeming* Oxidation effects during casting 
were not examined in the present work, but, as shown in
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21, ncte was tahen of the change in hydrogen content
•10 steel as it pas sec .• from the furnace to the mould*
aesuits from this part of the experiments showed that
v was a certa in level . of hydrogen in the lieu id steel,
t loft the furnace, above rhich hydrogen was lost
von furnace and mould and below which it was niched up*
suggests a hinetic effect and an equilibrium hydropen
vnt of the liquid steel* Hence there will be a driving
v trying to either increase or reduce the hydrogen
wit of the steel, and this force will be particularly
so when there is sufficient free surface available for
vfer of gas atoms to occur. Sulphur was observed to
n effect on the change in hydrogen content of the steel
von furnace and mould (fig. 21). A tenfold increase in
vwlphur content apparently reduced the equilibrium hydrogen
.at of the steel mentioned earlier. This suggests that
:olubility of hydrogen in the steel may be lowered by
air, an observation verified by the results of feinstein 
(Q~7")lliott r 9 furthermore, the slope of the line for
f.yh sulphur steels in fig. 21 is less than that for the 
vuiphur steels, sug ;c sting that sulphur slov/s down the 
vfer of hydrogen gas atoms from the liquid steel to the 
where in a similar fashion to the nitrogen transfer 
v t s ^ 0 Possible implications of these observations, 
regard to blowhole nuclention and growth, will be 
issed later.
;hile it was possible to examine the larger inclusions 
.-li) in the steel present prior to solidification, the
smaller inclusions, 3 d ,  in. particular, those formed 
during solidification of the samples, were unsuitable for 
probe analysis * The composition of these smaller inclusions 
was cinseduently not established. It can only be stated 
that they appeared siliceous on visual examination. _ _ In viev; 
of the extremely rapid solidification rates at the surface 
of the chill cast ingots, which must result in quite variable 
localised conditions, due, in part, to changes in solute 
concentrations, it is unlikely that equilibrium conditions 
can exist* The assumption of equilibrixim at this stage 
of tin: nrocess is therefore one of the most obvious limitationsi j
of -.be tiiecry.
I *1.2 Solidification model
The assumptions made regarding solute mixing during
soliaification are questionable, particularly in view of the
ra; ia solidification rates obtained in the chill cast ’
experimental ingots. The use of equation (8) implicitly
as3:. ■:.-a that' the liquid is completely mixed at all times,
th i :,nero is no diffusion in the solid, and that k *
the c giilibriuiu distribution coefficient, applies at all
tires• Thile Brody and Tlemings(^9) ai10wed that equation (8)
satisfactorily describes the solute distribution between
(87)dendrite arms, ffannw,/ demonstrated that the use of
eq.uatira (8). in place of equation (?) 9 i*e* k in place
of h ., the effective distribution coefficient, was valid
onl:/ when solidification rates were very low. with finite
soliuification rates, of cii/rnin, such as would be obtained
in chill cast ingots, kr was greater than k and approachedb o
unity at fast re toe* a diffusion controlled G i U r i i o n  had
then to be eonoidereci* ..In other* words n condition cf
partial Kiting with conic diffusion control in the Xinuid
eouia be nore appropriate .to the fast oelldifieation rates
found I n  chill coot- ingots* too -dogr'se of. depend ixir;
c-n the solidification rote*
dnder these circumstances* it Bsmnn vxovo appropriate
to use the equation of Burton ©t nee equation (d)*
which was employed by 'Cetera et. and delEar and
These authors* in considering solidification.
end blowhole formation at the surface of hilled and balanced
steels* assumed that there•was negligible nirinp in the
liquid ana that the a elute ahead of a planar' interface y;s g
diffusion controlled* ' Effectively* they s b o u c eu the 1 steady
8tote* condition deccrtbed .In section 2,2* vrith fcp ^  1* and
the liquid concent rat I on at the' in for face, xf ^ o/u 9 Under©
aucit clreufcstanccs* an **initial transient" isii'ct eriet ‘before 
the. steady ©tat© can be established*. see fig*. 2* The 
distance over which, the. Initial transient cniots io cixeti ■
■ -/v pby i « (rrhere all'the terns wore defined in section
2,2)* For rapid solidification rates* ^  0*05 an* eee
fig* 3t and hence i* can vary between 0*03 nn if k  « 1*
and about 0*2;/ ra If k « 0,2* as in the c&ae cf carbon foro
sclidificaricn to 6 -iron* It has been found in the present 
uordr that blcv/holes nucleate eIthin 0*c6 an of the curfnce* 
Kenco, under conditions of pi are*** frost solIcUficetirn* 
blowholes could nucleate within the initial transient*
C0 c-nci- y*o:. (This v;as not taken into account "by the above 
workers(359459^ ) #) These are almost exactly the conditions 
found when employing the completely mixed liquid model used
n .in the present work. A liquid concentration of W(^ ic0 in 
the plane-front model virtually corresponds to the later 
stages (i.e. 90-95/- solidified) of solidification in the 
completely mixed liquid model* Hence, it is not unreasonable 
to expect the tv/o models to produce similar results with 
regard to the prediction of porous/solid borderlines, 
assuming of course that similar data are used.
In the above paragraphs, the tv/o solidification models 
considered have been one of complete liquid mixing between 
dendrites and one of mixing by diffusion only ahead of a 
planar interface. The occurence of a completely planar 
interface is very unlikely in a complex alloy such as steel, 
even in the very early stages of solidification. Similarly, 
it also is unlikely that a dendritic structure .will have 
tine to develop fully in the time it takes a blowhole to 
appear. An intermediate situation of an interface, made 
up of protrusions, shown in fig. 36, is more likely to exist. 
The completely mixed liquid model could still be applied 
to the localised regions between the protrusions into which 
liquid is being rejected laterally. In this case, the 
calculations of solute enrichment and gas pressures will be 
no different to those performed in the present work. At 
the other extreme, if the solidification rate is fast enough 
to set up a diffusion profile, the thickness of the diffusion
layer? d, must be considered. Burton et al found values 
of d cf approximatcly 1 mm for conditions of natural con­
vection in - killed or balanced steels. This figure was also
(31)quoted by Jcimar and nriles ~ •• Interdendritic spacings
(tills term is used loosely in-the present content to
describe the spacings between the protrusions) near the
surface of chill cast ingots have been found in the present
work? and also by Poirer and F l e m i n g s ^ , to be less than
O.Cf mn? i.e. nearly two orders of magnitude less than the
reported thickness of the diffusion layer? d. This means
that diffusion Tirofiles frcm neighbouring protrusions, both
rejecting solute laterally into the liquid, will overlap
as she;.ui in fig. 37* furthermore, it is probable that the
individual profiles will be similar to those existing under
* initial transient* conditions described earlier, since the
distance over which the initial transient exists is generally
greater them the diffusion layer (or characteristic distance),
and hence much greater than the interdendritic spacing.
Under such conditions, the licpuid concentration at the solid
C /protrusion/liquid interface will be less than °/k0 » see. 
fie. 2 and 37* The overlapping cf the diffusion profiles 
will result in a:.levelling-out of solute concentrations 
in the interdendritic liquid and create a situation not 
unlike one of complete mixing. Thus, the solidification 
model used in the present work is probably not so 
unreasonable as was first imagined. However, since diffusion 
will be restricted to a certain extent within the liquid 
regions between protrusions, a * terminal transient* condition, 
see section 2.2, may exist on a very small scale near the
end od the solidification process. Under these circumstances
extremely high concentrations of solute elements could he
found, as pointed out by Chalmers ^ ^  *. These concentrations
would he higher than those calculated either hy the model
employed in the present work or hy the one used hy Oeters 
(l'3'L'h)et al ‘ ' j. hut .would' he difficult to estimate in practice* 
However, as mentioned in section 2.5 fairly high concentra­
tions would prohahly he required to aid the formation of 
a stable hiowhole nucleus at the solid/liquid interface.
A fuller discussion on hiowhole nucleation and growth is 
given later.
6.1o3 modifications
It is evident from Tables IV to IX that there can, in 
some cases, he marked disagreement between the reported 
interaction and distribution coefficients. The interaction 
terms e^ 'jut./I xj will obviously he influenced hy the choice
of data, and hence Prr an& I\T will he affected. Theou *2. 2
effect of varying the input data has not yet been studied.
It would appear, however, from Tables IV to VII that 
changing the interaction parameters would not, in the 
majority of cases, alter the general trend in results outlined 
in section 3 and the Appendix. Exceptions seem to he in the 
choice of c^n . If the value of -0.09 4^- was used for 
then f,r could he less than unity over a wide range of carbon 
and silicon levels, depending of course on the manganese 
content of the steel.
Available data on the distribution coefficients, see 
Tables VIII and IX, indicate that those for carbon, hydrogen
ana nitrogen (kG , hg end k^) increase on changing from
5 to Y, thus tending to decrease the amount of these
elements rejected into the interdendritic liquid and hence
reduce P«n > P-rj and PTT . fhe information on k.,. in Y ou Jig ng
indicates that it is less than in 5-.- - -Thus • more silicon
will he rejected from the solid once solidification to Y
occurss and this will also tend to reduce Pq q * Reported
values for lur in 5 and Y indicate that 1a, increases from mn mn
6 to Y t h u s  tending to increase Pq q * P op oxygen,, values of
k in 5 and Y overlap slightly, but the weight of evidence
suggests that k decreases from 6 to Y increasing the amount 
of oxygen-in tiie liquid and hence increasing P^q. As 
observed earlier, the net effect of these changes in k, is 
to lower Pqq? Pg and P^ T • Altering the values of k
from those used at present in the programme would alter 
the magnitude of the pressure changes, 011 moving from 
5 to Y, hut not the general trend in results. Of course, 
changing the values of k will in any event change the rate 
at which the elements concentrate in the interdendritic 
liquid during solidification, and hence the gas pressures.
Yhe k values used in this work have been determined 
on binary Pe - X alloys. Doherty and I.Ielford^*^^ showed 
that the presence of carbon in Fe - C - Cr alloys influenced 
the value of k^ in the steel, fork at Swinden Laboratories 
has indicated that increasing the carbon content increases 
the segregation tendencies of both, chromium and manganese, 
but detailed information on values of k for elements of 
interest in the present work has not been found.
he conditions under which tlie 5 to T phase change 
t alios place during solidification have been simplified 
for tne purpose of the conputer programme. It has oeen 
assumed that when the interdendritic liquid contained 
up to C.fjp carbon#the primary solidification is 6 -and -that 
above G.ph carbon, the primary phase simply changes to 
Y, without complex reactions occurring,
deference to the Fe - C phase diagram, see fig, 17? 
shove that steels solidifying to between 0.11 and 0.520 
carbon undergo peritectic transformation during solidifi­
cation. Jte-els whose initial carbon contents lie between 
points 3 and C in fig, 17 will first - precipitate *6 during 
solidification. Under the conditions assumed in the 
solidification model in this v/orli (i.e. complete diffusion 
of carbon in liquid and solid) , the composition of the 
solid will follow the solidus line 113 as the temperature 
drops and solidification proceeds* Gimilarly, the 
liquid composition follows the liquidus line in), ./hen 
the temperature falls to 1,499°C> solid 6 of composition 
0.11a carbon (point B) is in equilibrium with liquid of 
composition 0.52y carbon.(point D ) • At this stage, 
under equilibrium conditions all the solid 5 and the 
remaining liquid react to jjroduce a mixture of 6 and Y, 
which then continue to precipitate simultaneously.
During this joint precipitation the liquidus carbon 
content remains at a constant value, vis. 0.52y, and 
the compositions of 5 and Y being precipitated are O.llf 
and C„l6/j carbon respectively. On these considerations
alcro it. night "be anticipated that the value of Vrir, in-
the liquid should remain fairly constant once perltectic 
transfcrmation had begum* However the other impurity 
elements (i.e. mangaaicse, silicon, etc*) in the steel 
should prevent this* for example, v/ith the addition 
of a third element to the Fe - C system. e.£. silicon,
'the hi nary 5 -1- Y phase field will hceome a ternary re pi 011 
containing L 4- 6 4- T, Hence solidification will 
continue along v/ith the precipitation of 6 ' * Y«- Under 
those conditions it is difficult to decide what values 
she mid he assigned to the distribution coefficients, since 
a mixture of tv/o solid phases pvith different solubilities 
for the impurity elements are being formed*
In steels where the initial carbon content lies 
between C and D in fig* 17? the first phase to solidify 
is 5, but this time when the temperature falls to the 
peritectic line, 6 (containing 0 *llb carbon) and the 
remaining liquid react to produce liquid and Y , containing 
0*lhi and 0.16^ carbon respectively* At equilibrium all 
the 5 is consumed and solidification then proceeds v/ith 
the precipitation of Y* The composition of the liquid 
will then follow the line DG-* Similarly the solid 
composition follows CF* The simple apmroach employed 
in the programme for g to Y transformation would appear 
to be more suitable for steels solidifying under these 
conditions, than for the case described earlier where 
6 and Y precipitate jointly.
. :11 the carbon levels considered in this work are 
either close to or within the composition range in 
which, peritectic reaction occurs. According to fig. 17 
the 0*05 and O.lCf carbon steels lie just to the left of point 
B on the peritectic line and should, under ideal conditions, 
solidify as 5 . The C.lj.0,. carbon steels lie just within 
the weritectic region, to the left of point D, but should , 
solidify substantially as T. The 0.20^ carbon steels lie between 
C and 1) and should undergo 6 to T transformation during solidi­
fication. hone of the alloys chosen lies between B and 0*
The positions of B, C and I) will probably be shifted in the 
presence of other impurity elements, nitrogen in particular 
wh:!eh is a strong austcnite former. Therefore the phase 
relationships just described for the three carbon levels could 
change to some extent.
The limitations of the approach employed for 5 to Y 
t ran a f orma t i on also apply to the equations used to 
calculate the liquidus temperatures during solidification.
Any further modifications made to the model with 
respect to the phase relationships during solidification 
should also apply to these equations. However, at this 
stage cf the work, emphasis has been placed more on applying 
the .model in its present form to results from laboratory 
and plant work than,to experimenting v/ith the various 
theoretical data. It is however appreciated that at some later 
stage it may be necessary to alter, and possibly add to, the 
theoretical data fed into the programme as more information 
becomes available. In particular a study of solidification
through the peritectic reaction warrants detailed study.
6.2 .'.rmlication of the Theory
In spite of limitations in the theoretical approach,
the pas pressures calculated for ingots of porous/solid
borderline composition have been shown to agree quite well
over a fairly wide range of carbon contents, see figs. 31-35
The present'work has highlighted the varying roles that
CO, H 0 and IT^  can play in the formation of blowholes in
steel ingots. 7/hcn the state of oxidation is high in the
steel,' then only small amounts of hydrogen and nitrogen are
required to produce blowholes and the contribution of Fnn
to the total gas nressure, Ip n , is large. However, asTotal*
the amount of deoxidants in the steel is increased, and
P.,r decreases, blowholes can still occur when the hydrogen
and/or nitrogen levels are high enough and F„ and ?,T maken2 w2
the major contribution to This was demonstrated in
Table AVI.
It is the object of this section of the discussion to 
describe ways in which the results can be applied usefully 
in practice to compositions other than were examined in 
the present work, but within similar limits of carbon, 
manganese, silicon, hydrogen and nitrogen.
6.2.1 Prediction of Porous/Solid Borderlines in Practice 
It was shown in section 5? when considering the 
total gas pressures, developed during solidification
of stools of porous/solid borderline composition, that
Prw-.n (90;j solidified) provided a suitable criterion fori O o  a  jl
measuring the tendency of blowholes to form in an ingoto
There were two reasons for this:- 
(i) Tu t ..approached or exceeded one atmosphere pressure 
at this stage cf solidification* (i'etallographic examination 
showed that blowholes probably form under atmospheric conditions 
when ferrostatic pressure is very low.)
(ii) There seemed to be closest agreement between the Prp0j.^ 
curves for the various porous/solid borderline compositions 
during the later stages of solidification (i.e. at about 
9CIT solidified).
Point (ii) arose from the assumption that blowhole 
nucleation, and hence the porous/solid borderline, should 
occur at a certain pressure or within a discrete pressure 
range. In addition, a particular type of blowhole structure 
should be produced by a given total gas content in the steel.
The criterion of Pn x ~ (9Op) is equivalent to thej. o u a x (33)term, Cr,, used by Gcimar and Nilles' 7 to describe the 
amount of carbon monoxide produced in steels, and can be used 
in a .  similar way to predict ranges of composition which 
will be solid, gassy, or porous/solid borderline.
(9C ) should, however, be more versatile than 0^ since it 
takes into account, not only CO, but also Hg and H g *
Tor the free cutting sbeelB^, ^ij<0-ga3_ (90/') for the various 
porous/solid borderline compositions fell within the range 
1.20 to l.lgh atmospheres, irrespective of the carbon, hydrogen 
and silicon levels of the steel (constant manganese and 
nitrogen) , Thus, this discrete pressure range was used to predict 
porous/solid borderlines in steels of other compositions 
than those examined in the present work. Tliis was done by 
feeding a whole coiirplex of compositions into the computer 
and calculating 90% solidified for each composition.
.:Iicn analysing the results it was convenient to choose particular 
carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen levels and consider variations 
in manganese and silicon*. It was then possible to construct 
porosity charts such as those shown in fig* 38. Values of 
(90/) were plotted for each manganese and silicon■jl g  c a  1
combination and then isobars drawn for the appropriate 
porous/solid borderline pressures. This gives composition 
ranges in which solid, gassy or borderline ingots will be 
obtained. In fig. 38? the charts show the effect of increasing 
the hydrogen content of the steel from h to 8 ppm at constant 
carbon (O.lg) and nitrogen (0.001/) levels. As the hydrogen 
increases more silicon and manganese are required to ensure 
freedom from porosity. It is also evident that the width 
of the’ porous/solid borderline range increases as the manganese 
content decreases, and the hydrogen content increases. In 
fact- at hydrogen levels such as 8 ppm it would be very 
difficult to ensure freedom from porosity in 0.1/ carbon PCS, 
no matter how high the silicon and manganese.
by considering various permutations of the carbon, 
hydrogen and nitrogen contents of the steel, a whole series 
of charts such as those shown in fig. 38 can be constructed.
Tor the plain carbon steels it was found that practically
all values of P_ J n (90/)? for the various &eels considered,rouax
fell v/ithin the range 0.9 to 1.25 atmospheres. These are 
lower gnessures than were obtained for the free cutting 
steels and again demonstrate the ’killing* effect of sulphur 
in steels.
fhile the width of the range 0.9 to 1.25 atmospheres for
plain carbon steels is similar to that obtained for the free
cutting steels, it was found that it could be sub-divided
into smaller discrete pressure ranges for particular steels.
In considering the 0.1 and 0/// carbon steels there seemed
to be no effect of carbon content on the value of ?r,^ + nj. oxax
(90 ). However Pri , „ (90;.) increased as the nitrogen w  ' Totax
content, needed to promote porosity,increased. For low 
nitrogen (^0.013/0.014/ nitrogen) levels the range of Pr, . .i, OZSiX
(90. ) was 0.9 to 1.1 atmospheres irrespective of the hydrogen 
content. Per nitrogen levels above 0.013/0.014/? the critical 
pres sure range was 1.1 to 1.25 atmospheres. It may be 
significant that the low nitrogen levels also corresponded 
to low silicon levels. It was shown in Table XIV that part 
of the analysed silicon could be tied up as silicates, and 
therefore be ineffective as a deoxidant, mostly, the amount 
of silicon combined in this way was very small, but it is 
shown in section A . 2 of the Appendix that below about 0 .03/ 
silicon, small changes in the silicon actively deoxidising, 
can lead to fairly large increases in Pqq« Allowing for combined 
silicon in this way could bring the pressures in the"low nitrogen- 
low silicon steels more into line v/ith the high nitrogen-high 
silicon steels, where a small amount of combined silicon would 
make little difference to the calculated pressure.
however, allowing for such adjustments in r^ji0^a^ (90,7) 
would not account for the differences in pressure observed 
between high silicon-high hydrogen and high silicon-high 
nitrogen steels shown.in fig. 33* Experimental errors and 
the wrong choice of data might account for these differences,
but on thci; other hnnd;t'he effect night be real* end due to 
kinetic factors » since' the diffuhivliy of nitrogen is reported 
ae being 'lower by 1-2 orciere of magnitude lower ‘'..than •; that of 
fcydrogim^ m p loner' dlifuoivitf chonia restrict the
cuipplv of g&c atens to the gao bubble: nucleus and, in 00 doing. 
pensibXp effect the per aim/solid, borderline, ft the nonontt 
however* 'this io still supposition*
*V0t*l ^OI* <5erbon steels' for the noet
pert fell within a discrete rsngo (1*1 to 1,2 alcospaeree) 
ana ahooea. little trend with varying hydrogen* conoioient with 
the above results*- ac^ oveiyiho proosuree obtained were 
einilar to these for the high nitrogen versions ..of the s ,1 
anu h*fdv carbon steels * and in thin respect were; inconsistent 
vita the pxveeGurea obtained for the los-nitrogon versions of 
theao etonic*
li:. the cnee of the 0*1>. corbon cteele^the computed 
carbon ccnccfttr&tlcn did net build up sufficiently tor the 6 
to X clan no to occur* while in the C#khh carbon ctcelc * the 
nhnao change occurred nlnont i'eredlntcly solidification 
had begun, dhuG^in both cases * solidification occurred 
au'botnntiullp to n sinrrlo pbtno* however in %m  0*2;/ carbon, 
steels* the 5 to Y change occurred' during the solidification 
process * at about Yw- solidified# It Is possible that the 
that the Birple treatnant of the phase change;* dlneaoeed 
In n,i,2 accounted for fho above rrcocurc diocrcpenclee, It 
neat be es-pheelGe;a that* It no allowance lied boon and© for 
the ch'U'ifo* -the eroaoaree in the C*2f carbon oteola
would in.xVo been teach higher end the bieng:rro;:aint in roeuits 
more narked#
...t this stage of the work, no further attempt has been
Bade to modify the model to try and remove these slight
anomalies• Instead, when attempting tc predict porous/solid
compositions for plain carbon steels, different pressure ranges
for ig - (90;1) are specified for low and high nitrogen steels, j. otaj.
for low nitrogen steels 0.013/ 0• Cllj.), a pressure range
of 0.9 to 1.1 atmospheres is specified,while for high nitrogen 
steels ’ (> 0,013/0.Clip..). 1.1 to 1.23 atmospheres are specified. 
Porosity charts were drawn in exactly the same way as for 
the free cutting steels and examples arc given in fig. 39 « 
for G'.l and C.3,1 carbon and C.GGh and C.016/ nitrogen for a 
constant hydrogen level of 3*0 ppm. Here it is seen that the 
composition ranges of porous/solid borderline ingots increase 
with increasing carbon and nitrogen levels, and decreasing 
manganese, who results are compared with those of Scimar 
and Lilies' ' for plain carbon balanced steels. It is 
evident that, at low levels of hydrogen and nitrogen, agreement 
between the two sets of results is good. However,when larger 
Quantities of hydrogen and nitrogen are taken into account, 
the present, results differ markedly from those of Scimar ana
(i±3 s UU)Killes, who did not allow for these two gases. Deters et al 
did, later, account for hydrogen and nitrogen, but their model 
for these gases was not explained in any detail, and it is 
difficult to obtain a direct comparison v/ith the results from 
the present work.
..hile steps can be taken, on the basis of the present 
results5to control the gas contents of the steel in the ladle, 
to ensure freedom from porosity, gas pick up during teeming
mag still cause trouble« For instance, gas pick-up may 
occur From moist runnerware during uphill teeming, or from 
mould coatings containing excessive amounts of hydrogen.
Oxidised' splash particles on the mould wall may lead to localised 
high concentrations of oxygen in the liquid, steel?' and cause a 
CC re-act ion to occur, if the deonidants present in the steel 
arc :Lrcufficient to combine with the extra oxygen.
- * © collection to Balanced Steel Production
fro work of Acinar and IT idles and Oetcrs et al refers 
purlieulardy to the production of balanced steels. Results 
from the present study have also been applied to this 
problem. In trying to predict compositions for balanced 
steels a slightly different approach was used to that 
out Ii: icd in 6.2.1 of establishing porous/solid borderlines.
The final results, however, have proved to be very similar.
Puperimental ingots cf the tyre shewn in fig. 19(h) 
have a blowhole structure which just compensates for shrinkage 
cavi ip;, to r>reduce a flat or convex ingot top surface.
These ingots may be regarded as "balanced" and it was decided 
that this type of structure in an experimental ingot 
probably corresponded to a properly ladle balanced ingot on 
a t manage scale,(A ladle balanced ingot is regarded as 
one in which, as a result of correct deoxidation in the 
ladle by silicon and manganese, the blowholes just 
compensate for shrinkage to -produce a flat or convex top 
surface)« It does not seem unreasonable to make this 
ccmyarisen, since on both scales, blowholes should originate 
first of all near to a chill mould surface where freezing
rates and dendritic spacinrs will be very similar*
"so value of Pfn (90; ) was calculated for a large.1 o u a .L
number of experimental plain carbon steel ingots which 
exhibited a blowhole structure similar to that shown in 
fig, 19(b). The results applied mainly to the low nitrogen 
group of steels (^0.013/ 0.011$. nitrogen) and gave an average 
value of 1*02 atmospheres with a standard deviation of 0«145
atmospheres. Otrictly, Pn ,. , (90g) should have beenj. o u a j-
calculated for all the experimental ingots whether piped* 
balanced or gassjr, since it was obvious from T,he experiments 
that, occasionally* ingots having undesirable structures 
(i.e. piped or gassy) could be obtained having values of 
Prp (90/) close to 1.02 atmospheres. In this way some 
idea of the proportions of ingots which would not be balanced 
within the specified ranges could then be obtained. However * 
the excessive demands of this approach on the computer and 
the urgency of works trials at the time necessitated a more 
expedient approach. This was to assume that* provided
/ \ "i- 4(90, ) v;as within - one standard deviation of the mean 
(i.e. 1.02 i 0.145 atmospheres on low nitrogen steels)* there 
would be reasonable certainty of producing an acceptable 
ladle balanced ingot.
Preliminary pilot plant trials on 3i ton ingots indicated 
that this approach was reasonable and a balanced ingot obtained 
fro;; these trials is shown in fig. h O , together with the 
steel analysis and calculated (90/). Subsequently*
extensive plant trials on 15 ton ingots, at a plant within 
the BOG Midland Group, have confirmed the validity of this 
approach. Pig. 41 shows how a series of production casts
fit in with tlie theoretical predictions • The shaded area 
siiG.;s 'hie predicted composition range for balanced steels of 
C. 2/0.23/ carbon, 0 .004;,' nitrogen raid 5 ppm hydrogen (The 
effect of carbon on I:' j. ,n (90,- ) has proved negligible within
jL O u c I - L
thc specification range). The production casts fell within 
the composition range 0 *2/0 .25/ carbon, 0•0035/0.0045/ 
nitrogen and 4*5/5*5 ppm hydrogen, except for the cast of 
gassy ingots shown at 0.075/ silicon; 0.54/ manganese• This 
had an above average hydrogen content of 6.2 ppm and was outs 
the specified manganese range•
It would appear, from fig. 4 1? that the above approach
has provided a reasonable basis for establishing analysis
ranges for the production of balanced steels, although,
peri imps slight changes in composition range may be found
necessary as more production data is accumulated.
(53)flic results of ocimar and hiliesv are also included 
in fig. 41* Here it is seen that by ignoring the'hydrogen 
and nitrogen in the steel, their approach could lead to gassy 
ingots being produced. 'Their predictions should apply more 
successfully to steelmaking practices in which both hydrogen 
an a na ar o£ ;cn are very low (say 3 ppm and C*004/ respectively) 
for instance the LD practice. The model is, however * much 
less versatile than the one used in the present work, which 
should be applicable to most steelmaking practices.
Ceters et • reported an effect of ingot size
on fjo degree of deoxidation required to ladle balance steels 
of leu carbon content. The effect virtually disappeared 
above 0.1/ carbon. The present ’work has indicated good 
agreement, in terms of blov/hole structure, between small
labor. tory melts end commercial inrots of up to 13 tons*
It rdiould ? however. be noted that nost of the present void:
has been on plain carbon steels of greater than 0.1b carbon•
nevertheless 9 it can be argued that in rot size should have
little, or no effect on the formation cf sub-surface blowholes9
since these are formed almost instantaneously when the liquid
cor es into contact v/ith the mould surface * In the first few
millimetres of ingot shin development, there can be little
difference in the solidification rate over a wide range of
inf ri sizes * Oince blowholes of the type found in ladle
balanced ingots form in this region, ingot size should not
be a significant factor in their formation.
It will be recalled that the original basis for choosing
Pr.v . (90/) was partly on the assumption that a value of
at least one atmosphere would be necessary to enable blowholes
to form. It has subsequently been found that Pri - (90/)r  o oax
could be below one atmosphere for a balanced steel. It could 
be argued that blowholes can. form at less than one atmosphere 
pro sure once the ingot top has frozen over and shrinkage 
has reduced the ^pressure of the system,
6,1.3 Blowhole hue lea ti on and G-rowth
Equation (16) gave the conditions for a stable gas 
bub!wLe in a liquid melt:-.
:f, P + P-", + 2q / -1 p "Nf O iUj. i i. i.1 ~  ,, •• •• •• ,, , » \ loy
where all the above terms have been defined previously in
section 2,5* Examination of blowholes during the present work
indicated that they formed very close (within 0,06 mm) to 
the ingot curface5 and in a very short time after the liquid 
metal had come into contact with the chill cast iron mould*
'hence it; is accused that atmospheric conditions exist (i»e*
P ~  1 ntnosuhcre) at the time of blowhole nucleation andii
the. t ■ P. , the ferrostatic pres sure can he neglected in the 
very early singes of hlov.iiele growth to macroscopic dimensions, 
lienee the above condition con he re~v;ritten':~
J , . , J. ’[' 2 0  • • • c * e e • * e • •  » « 1  8  ( U  )dotal ^  ~r
Pressure curves in figs. 31-35 indicate that, in 
ingots of porous/solid borderline -composition i.e. in which 
the conditions for blowhole nucleation and grov/th have just 
been satisfied, values cf ly, . n are in the region of 1.i.Ootli
atmosphere, and that consequently the term 2o must he veryrsmall.
It has been assumed so far that solute build-up and the 
consequential blowhole formation during solidification 
occur within discrete interdendritic spaces at the solid/ 
liquid interface. This being so, it has also been assumed 
that the spacing of dendrites, between which the solutes are 
concentrating, controls the size of the initial stable blowhole 
nucleus. Phile it has been difficult to obtain an accurate 
measure of the very fine dendrite spacing at the ingot surface 
the value is certainly less than 0.05 mm, which was measured 
at about 10 mm in from the surface.
Pince a cap-type nucleus is unlikely to be obtained^^, 
the nucleus is assumed to be near spherical with a radius of 
curvature, r, equal to g the dendrite spacing. As the liquid 
in the interdendritic space solidifies, dendrite arms thicken 
and the maximum permissible value of r must correspondingly 
decrease. Hence, from equation (18), the pressure to maintain 
a bubble radius 0,025 nun in ‘the solute rich liquid is O.Aj.
atmospheres. (This assumes that a? the surface tension of 
thtj liquid has been reduced to 500 dynes/cm by the combined 
effects of enriched solute elements? sulphur in particular?
(I27)present in steel ) • The situation is represented 
schematically in fig. i\-2 in which the increase in (l *1- — )
atmospheres is compared with P-. . n during solidification.Total
It is obvious that P,., 4. never reaches sufficient dimensionss' o u a. 1
to nucleate a .blowhole under- the set of assumptions made 
regarding solute enrichment and blowhole nucleation made 
earlier.
Prom fig. 30 it is obvious that blowholes can reach 
diameters greatly in excess of the.dendrite spacings within 
about 0.1 mm of the surface. This suggests a sitxiation soon 
after initial blowhole growth? represented schematically in 
fig:. 36? in which solute enrichment between a number of dendrites 
has combined to produce the blowhole. The radius of curvature 
of the blowhole within a few mm of the surface shown in 
fig. 30(b) is estimated to be 1 mm giving a value of —  
of y-gr atmosphere. For the blowhole shown in fig. 30(a)
~  - —  atmosphere. These results indicate that the values
of r,., 4 n obtained from the present work and substituted inTotal
the expression 18(a) are realistic in iDroportions and can 
be used to explain the occurrence of stable blowholes within 
a short distance from the surface. The- results do not 
however account for nucleation and the initial period of 
growth prior to that shown in figs. 30 and 36 when bubble 
radii must be very small. For reasons mentioned in section 
6.1,2? for high solute concentrations to be achieved at the 
solid/iiouid interface or between dendrite arms? mixing in
the liquid must he diffusion controlled and ’'terminal 
transient” conditions must exist* However, it may he necessary 
to consider the presence of pre-existing huhhle nuclei such 
as those suggested hy Campbell^ '« It will he recalled from 
section 2*5 that Campbell suggested that cxogencous inclusions 
present in the steel might contain air pockets capable of 
providing stable nuclei to which gas at eras could diffuse to 
produce blowholes,,
’“here is obviously much scope for studying factors leading 
to huhole nucleation and preliminary work has been carried 
out on a Stereoscan Instrument at Bwinden Laboratories• This 
instrument probably provides the best means available at 
present for examining blowholes in detail.
There are a number of factors which can affect the growth 
an cl shape of a blowhole, in ingots
(a) rate of advance of the solid/liquid interface
(b) quantity of gas being supplied per unit time to 
the blowhole
(c) liquid flow ahead to the solid/liquid interface
(d) external pressure being applied to the-blowhole 
(i.e. atmospheric + ferrostatic)
In the present set of experiments the solidification 
rates in the small chill cast ingots were very much the same 
in all cases, and though for a particular ingot the solidificati 
rate will obviously decrease from surface to centre, variation 
between ingots can be discounted. The experimental ingots 
were at maximum 15 in. high, and ferrostatic pressure effects 
have been neglected. The effects of the remaining variables 
on blowhole shape and distribution in the experimental ingots 
will be considered.
Various modes of blowhole growth were obtained within
the series of experimental ingots examined, with a trend
from, the acicular type of blowhole to a more bulbous type
as the carbon content of the steel .-increased. The effect is
attributed to the higher initial total gas pressure
P.v , 1 ? (i.e. at nil y solidified, see figs. 31-35) in the
higher carbon steels, which requires less driving force from
solute enrichment, and hence gas pressure build up during
solidification, to cause the critical pressure for bubble
formation to be exceeded. It will be noted in fig. 31 that
one atmosphere pressure tends to be exceeded at an earlier
stage of solidification process in the O.lj.Sf carbon steels
than in the lower carbon steels. Thus for a given
solidification rate and stage of interdendritic solidification
bubble growth should progress further for the higher carbon
steels. Hence the more bulbous growth*
The above development in blowhole structure applies
to the stage reached in fig. 16(c), described by Hultgren 
(2)and hrugmen • There are other factors to be examined 
when considering subsequent growth* The primary 
solidification•phase in the higher carbon steels is T 
while in lower carbon steels it is 5* Reference to the 
distribution coefficients of the various solute elements between 
liquid iron and solid 5 and V shows that there is more 
solute rejection from 6• Thus it is reasonable to assume that, 
once blowholes have formed in the low carbon steels solidifying 
to 6, the rate of gas supply to blowholes should be faster 
than in the steels solidifying to Y, given the same amounts 
of potential gas forming elements. Hence a fairly rapid rate
03° blowhole growth followed by bubble detachment should 
lead to the conditions described, in fig. 16 d2 to g2 in steels 
solidifying to 6* This is in fact demonstrated by figs. -27 
and 29(a) and (b) fro;:: the present work which s how wormhole 
type blowholes• A slower rate of blowhole growth and less 
severe bubble detachment ycrocess in steels solidifying to Y 
results in the condition described in fir. 16 dl, el and 
gl and demonstrated by blowholes in fig. 28 and 29(c)-(e).
If is anticipated that elements such as sulphur should
(6laffect blew/hole growth m  some way since they have been shownN 
to affect the flow of gas atoms across gas/liquid interfaces.
In mho case of sulphur which slows down nitrogen transfer,
( Cn \the effect reaches a maximum at 0,3f v ?above which it
sec::: to have no further effect. Sulphur concentrates to
apprcximately 2Cx its original amount during solidification
( 6 7 )(the distribution coefficient, k, of sulphur is reputedlyv^  '
C.Cp) and, presumably, surrounds the surface, of the blowhole• 
her ce it is unlikely that increasing the initial concentrations 
of sulphur above about O.Olgp will have much effect on the 
transfer of gas atoms to blowholes during solidification.
In fact increasing sulphur was not found to have a noticable 
effect on blowhole size and shape in the experimental
S  0 C  . S  .
'./he diffusion rate of nitrogen atoms in liquid steel is, 
as mentioned earlier, reputedly 1-2 orders of magnitude
' X o 1 ( h O - b O )  . • - 4. .slower m a n  tnat of hydrogen' . fnus it inignt oe
anticipated that blowhole growth would exhibit different 
features in high nitrogen steels to those in high hydrogen 
steels. There is also the possiblity however, in critical
cases. that the Y-forming properties of nitrogen may affect 
the s<-lidifying phases and in this v/ay change blowhole 
characteristics* These affects have not "been apparent in 
practice? although higher porous/solid 'borderline pressures 
were observed in' the higher nitrogen steels as mentioned 
in 6*2*2. ■
once the experimental ingot top solidifies: then a back 
proasure sets up and blowhole growth is curtailed* This-is 
demonstrated in fig. 29(c)-(e) • The same situation -would 
probably not arise on tonnage ingots since,on this scale, 
ferrostatic pressure tends to influence blowhole growth 
before the ingot top solidifies* The effect of ferrostatic 
pressure is to curtail blowhole growth and will be greater 
in she lower regions of the ingots* Therefore an increase 
in the length of blowholes is obtained from the bottom 
to she top of the ingot. "his effect is well known in 
nractice*
7. SUMMARY AHD CONCLUSIONS
Modifications have ‘been made to. a model, devised by 
Turkdogan^^, which, by computation of suitable thermodynamic 
and segregation data, permits the calculation of gas partial 
pressures (Pq q, Pg and ) within an interdendritic volume 
of completely mixed liquid steel during solidification. In 
order that the model could be applied to a wider range of 
compositions than had been considered in the original work, 
the following factors were taken into account:
(i). Interaction effects between solute elements.
(li) Changes in primary phase from 6-to £-iron during
solidification, as the interdendritic liquid becomes 
more impure.
(iii) Changes in liquidus temperature (and hence the 
temperature at which thermodynamic reactions 
were assumed to occur) during the solidification 
process. N
It has been shown that these factors can have a large 
effect on the computed gas pressures, particularly in the 
higher carbon steels considered (0.2 and 0.5/^ )* The effect 
on pressure is less pronounced when the modifications are 
applied to lower carbon levels (0.1^), similar to those 
originally considered.
The modified model has been used to compute gas pressures 
in plain carbon and resulphurised steels, all of porous/solid 
borderline composition, (i.e. composition at v/hich blowholes 
first appear in the steels), but containing various amounts 
of the gas forming elements, carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen
v/hich were specifically varied. The porosity borderlines 
were established experimentally and deoxidation was carried 
out with manganese and silicon.
The varying contributions made by Pq q* Pjj and Pj. to2 2the total gas pressure, ^  ^ "both in partially and heavily 
deoxidised steels of porous/solid borderline composition, have 
been demonstrated. In particular the detrimental effects of 
high hydrogen and/or nitrogen contents on ingot soundness, even 
in heavily deoxidised steels, have been highlighted.
Examination of the computed values of P^0^a^ the
experimental porous/solid borderline steels indicated that 
suitable criteria for predicting borderline compositions, in 
a v/ide range of carbon steels, could be obtained by considering 
discrete P^04ja^ ranges near the end of the solidification 
process in the interdendritic volume of liquid. (90$ solidified 
v/as chosen as being most suitable). Examples of predicted 
compositions have been given.
The results have been applied to the problem of ladle 
balance steel production. Predicted compositions from the 
theoretical and experimental work have been shown to apply 
extremely well in steelplant practice to ingots of up to 15 ton.
The predictions have been compared with those from other 
workers, who employed different solidification models, centred 
around theories dealing mainly with the CO reaction. Extremely 
good agreement was obtained when comparing their results with 
the predictions obtained, from the present work, for low 
hydrogen (~3 ppm) and nitrogen (^0»00k%) steels. However 
when larger amounts of these two gases v/ere present in the steel, 
predictions differed markedly. The model used in the present
work is therefore considered more versatile than the other 
models.
An attempt has been made to apply the model to the 
phenomenon of nucleation of sub-surface blowholes and their 
subsequent growth characteristics* It would appear that 
the gas pressures developed, as a result of solute enrichment 
during solidification, are alone, insufficient to nucleate 
blowholes at the solid/liquid interface. Alternative means 
of nucleation are considered. The calculated pressures do, 
however, appear to satisfactorily explain the radius of blowholes 
a short distance (^1mm) away from the ingot surface. Also 
growth chax'acteristics of blowholes in steels of ranging 
carbon content are accounted for.
Limitations to the theory, remaining in spite of the 
modifications, have been discussed. In particular those 
relating to assumptions of equilibrium, the solidification 
model employed, and the choice of data have been detailed.
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TAELS I
An-proximate Hydrogen Contents in Liquid Steel expected 
to -produce porosity and wildness in fully killed
A QBasic Arc Steel (After Barraclough )
r— .. . '■ . ..... .. .
Type of Steel Hydrogen content, ml/100g
Sound Ingots Porous Ingots Wild Ingots
Carbon steel Up to 6,5 6* 5 - So 5 Over 8o5
Low-alloy steel Up to 7*0 7.0 - 9.0 Over 9.0
Chromium stainless Up to 10,0 10.0 -12.0 Over 12.0
Austenitic steel Up to 12*0 12.0 - 14.0 Over 14.0
TABLE II
Nitrogen Contents of Commercial Low-A.llo.y Steels
Steelmaking Practice content % •
Basic Open Hearth 0.005 - 0.007
0. ooh**
Basic Side Blov/n Converter 0.003 - 0.006
Basic Bessemer Air Blown 0.011 - 0.016
Basic Bessemer Enriched Air 0.0063 - 0.007
Basic Bessemer 0^ 4- IigO 0.0035 - 0.005
Basic Bessemer 0^ + 00^ 0.0035
Basic Electric 0.007
L.D. 0.0065---=
O.L.P. (Oxygen lime powder) 0.0015
Acid Open Hearth 0.005 - 0.006
Acid Bessemer 0.01 - 0.02
Acid Bide Blov;n 0.003 - 0.009
Acid Electric 0.008 - 0.010
26•*> Results compiled by Gill (reference ) unless indicated otherwise.
** Results obtained during works trials by the present author (27)
Evidence obtained by the present author, suggests this value should be nearer0.003/0.001$
TABLE III
Hydrogen Contents of* Commercial Low-Alloy
Steels
SteelmakingPractice
Average Ho at tapppm
Basic Open Hearth 5. O’5*
A^ax
Acid Open Hearth 3.5*
Basic Electric k* 9*
Acid Electric 2o 0*
Basic Bessemer 
Acid Bessemer
6.5*
3.5**
26* Information compiled by Gill (reference )
Results obtained from works trials duringthe present investigation (27)
g a b le  IV
Interaction coefficients e^ at 1600°C' 1 —*o
o 01\1 u6 j -'v. Kef. e,. • SelectedValue
67 -{-0.10
68 + 0.19Carl) on 69 9 70 +0.22 +0.22
71» 72 +0.23
73 -0.10
74 -0.24
Oxygen 75 -0.31 -0.31
69 -0.34
71 -0.36
75 -0.002Manganese -0.01269 -0.012
76 +0.055Silicon +0.0775 +0.088
Interaction Coefficients ? »> at 1600°C
Solute* X Ref. VS\eo Selected
Oxygen 77
78
0 to -0.05 
-0.20 -0.20
73 -0.13
74 -0.32
79 -0.40
Carbon 75
80
69
7°
-0.41 
-0.44 
- 0 . k& 
-0.49
-0.41
75* 81 0 -
L'anganese 82
69
-0.036 to 
. + 0.009
-0.021
-0.021
75 -0.02
76 -0.087
Silicon 83
84 
81
-0.137
-0.16
-0.87
-0.16
Table VI
*\rInteraction Coefficients» -e^ » at 16QQ°C
Solute* X Ref. X SelectedVoRajlt.
85 —uoo•t*
86 +0.050Carbon +0.06087 +0«060
88 +0.072
87 -o.ooiu
Manganese 77 -0.020 -o.ooili
86 +0.047
88 +0.022
Silicon 89 +0.027 +0.027
86 +0.058
T a b le  V I I YInteraction Coefficients, e_, at l6C0°C — ------- ------ - -----— n-i— —-------
Solute, X Ref* *.rXveN Selected
90 +0*103
91 +0.125
Carbon 92 + o •130 +0.1 _>G
93* 94 +0.135
95 +0.250
77 0
96 1 0 • c H V;J
95* 94 -0.020Manganese -0.02397 -0.023
98 -0.025
99 -0.094
IOC +0.032
95 +0.047Silicon +0.04794 +0.046
91 +0.065
Table VIII 
Distribution Coefficients of Carbon.
Manganese and Silicon betvreen Liquid and 
Solid iron
Solute,V* Ref. iC Selectedi-Sj k
Ref.. krKx SelectedkX
Carbon
103 
75? 9 
14-6,33 ?10if 
105(106.107)
108
0.06
0.13
0.20
0.25
0.29
0 
j
CM 
!
0 67
0.36 0.36
l/'mgarese
103(106,107) 
i|6 
103 
75? 9 
33
0.15
0 e 68
0.73
0.81|
0.90
0.68
101+
67
0.86
0.95. 0.95
silicon
kS 
103 
75 ? 9 
103(106,107)
35
0.60
0.61+
0.66
0.70
0.83
0.60 67 0.50 0.50
( ) numbers inside the brackets refer to original references mentioned by another author v/ho is given the reference number preceding the bracket
Table IX
Distribution Coefficients of Hydrogen9 
Nitrogen and Oxygen between Liquid and 
Solid iron
Solute ? Ref. k6X Selected1! Ref. .
Selected
R
Hydrogen 46(10°)
67
0.27
0.52
0.27
67
0.37
0.45 0.45
67 C .28 55(95,110) 0.42
nitrogen 55(95,110)
46(95,111)
0.29
0.58 0.38
67 0.54 0.54
46 —  0
67, 108 0.02 67 0.02 0.02
112 0.03 *
Oxygon 48(113,114)
105(106,107)
40(115,116)
117
0.054
0.10
0.184
0.18/
0.29 '
0.054
4
( ) numbers inside the brackets refer to original references mentioned by another author v/ho is given the reference number preceding the bracket
Table X
RANGE PIT EXPERIMENTAL STEELS STUDIED 
(Composition in wt.% -unless otherwise specified)
Steel Type C Ma s P Si h 2 H2
Pree cutting steel .04/.06and.09/.11
0.9/1.1 .25/ • 30 .04/.06 Varied nil to -30 .
.007/.009 Varied np to 12 ml/100 g.
Low carbon steel .09/.11 0.9/1.1 .02/.05 .03Max
u Varied .007 to .024
Varied up to 10 ml/100 g.
Low carbon steel .18/.22 0.9/1.1 II t .007/.009
ii
Rail Steel .45/ • 55 1 . 0 /> 3 tl II Varied :05 to • 30
Varied .006 to .022
3/4 ml/100 g.
TABLE XI
Average Composition of Alloys used in steelmaking
Alloy 0 Mn Si s E h 2 Others Ee
Swedish Iron .013 .01 .01 .013 .002 . 0 0 3 IT . Remainder
Warner Iron 4.0 .2 .15 .02 .02 XT IT ti
Low-carbon Eerr omanganes e .06 90.0 1.0 .02 .08 IT IT n
High-carbonFerromanganese 6 .8 76.0 0.5 .03 .2 IT IT «
Eerrosilicon N IT 75.0 XT XT XT Up to 2^ Al u
Nitrogen-Manganese IT 95-0 W o N XT Sro XT XT
IT - Small amounts, not quoted.
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TABLE XIII
Silicon-Oxygen Relationships in Experimental 
Steels Containing 0.1% Carbon and 1»0$ Manganese
Si range Wt./ii
Average Oxygen Content wt./S
Low-sulnhur steel (.02 - .03^) Free cutting steel (0o2 - 0.3?°S)
NIL/.05 .026 .016
.05/. 10 .021 .010
«10/.20 .016 .012
.20/. 30 .011* .011
TABLE XIV
Effect of Cleanness on Total Oxygen Content of 
Experimental Steels Containing 0>1 and 0.2% 
Carbon. 1.0% Manganese
CastNo. xrt.%Si
Wt.$ Op (vacuum fusion)
No. of oxides in size range:- Total Area % oxide;
vrt./u Si in oxide (calc.)«*
T/t./o Op in oxide (calc. .)<*•>10|I 2*-10*i <2**t
7976 j 0 0212* 5 70 2*22 o092* 0 0092* 0OI607962 ) .05 .0272 18 167 2*27 .193 .0193 .03307983 • 0292* 2*2 78 531 .216 .0216 .0370
75U1 .0133 1 128 22*2*2* .266 .0266 .02*557752 .0133 6 22* 588 .069 .0069 .01157753 • 0215 13 63 102*2 .169 ♦ 0169 . 02907960 • c a O .0218 1 113 82*9 .150 .012*9 .02557967 .0261 7 87 32*6 .108 .0108 .01857853 • 02*02 35 383 2359 .522* .0522* . 0900
7685 \ .0111 0 13 759 0 073 .0072* .01207691 ) AO . .011*5 0 52 619 .082 .0082 .01377693 j /• 13 .0166 7 2*6 759 .115 o0115 .01977751 < .0195 21 57 611 .135 .0135 .0230
7665 j o0109 2 18 32*9 .055 .0055 .00957858 ; .14 .0125 12* 17 2*32* .080 .0080 .01357958 .012*3 2 22* 32*7 .073 .0073 . 0120
7539 < . .0127 3 25 382* .0515 . 0052 .00857666 ) A ft o0138 5 32 292* .052*7 .0055 .00907860 ) /o 22 .0174 7 27 529 .0872* .0088 .01507792 5 • 0202* 21 31 382 .092*9 .0095 .0165
* Assuming silicates of composition MnO.SiOp
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TABLE XVT
Relative Contributions of Pq q* and to 
pTotc+l Solidified) in steels of porous/solid
composition (pressures in atmospheres)
(a) 0.05^ carbon free cutting steel (1o0% manganese,0. 008>r ni tro/xenT
Composition a o 2 04
Pi pTotal
© 0,0/oiiIL j 7.3 ppm II2 .36 .13 .
i
1.21+
• 05/^ Si 1 7.9 ppm Hg .29 • 13. .86 1.30
• lo^ isi; 8.5 ppm Ii2 o 2^? • 15 1.01 1.39
• 25/oSi; 9.1 ppm H2 o 16 o 16 1.11 '1.1)3
(ft) 0*10% carbon free cutting steel (1*0>u manganese„ 0. 008% nitrogenT
Composition p-CO p r2 pTotal
.03^31; 6*6 ppm II2 .59 .17 .85 1.41
o03^3ij 7.0 ppm K2 .49 .17 •73 1.29
• 1 0/jSI; 7.3 ppm H2 .38 .17 .81 1.36
.25^Si; 7.5 ppm H2 .27 .18 .89 1.31+
TABLE XVI Conta.
(c) 0. 10;a carbon steels (1e0>S manganese, 0«006>o nitrogen)
Composition Q O S-T2 CM
a PTotal
• i j 3.1* ppm Hg • 59 • 17 • 17 0o93
• 05/^ 3 i; 3.9 ppm Hg •49 .17 .23 0.8$
o 10/uSi; 5.0 ppm Hg o 38 • 17 .38 Oo93
.o 25/iS i; 5. 9 ppm Hg o2? .18 • 55 1o0 0
10/0 carbon at eels (1*0% manganese« 5.5 T>nm hydrogen)
Composition PC0 P.,"2 PF2 PTotalII 
,
01o 
I • .007;.' Kg .59 .13 .17 0.90
•05tf3i; •C0S£ Hg ,h$ .21 *17 Oo 87
. 10/o3i j .011^ Kg .38 .52 .18 1.08
.25^Sij .0165;: Kg .27 .73 .18 1.18
TAKLB XVI Contfl*
(e) Oe2Q?o carbon steels (1.0?5 manganese, 0>008^o nitrogen)
Composition PrC0 PK2 P 2 PTotal .
• 03/53 i; 3*6 ppm Hg -zf-co• .17 .17 1.18
• 05;*Si; L.5 ppm Hg .70 *18 .27 1.13
• lQ$3i; 6*8 ppm Hg .5k • 18 ,ok5 1.17
o25>5Si; 7*6 ppm Hg .38 .20 • 81 1.39
(f) 0* U6vj carbon steels (1«2>o manganese* 5.5 'Piom hydrogen).
Composition PC0 TO 2 PTotal
• 08>5Sij • 01 a;. Up .59 .28 i 13 1.00
• I0$3i; .012® N2 • 5k .1+0 .13 1.07
. 2 5/"3 i; .01555 Ng .1+2 • 60 .12 1.11+
g = frciction solid ified = AE
LlIcc3
<ccuQ-2LJh-
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APPENDIX
Aol Basis of Computer Programme 
A.1*1 Solute Enrichment Equations
Combining equations (Ij.) and (8) and Tables VIII 
and IX the expressions for calculating solute enrichment 
in the liquid C^, during solidification are as follows:-
Solidification to 6 Solidification to Y
Carbon CT = ^0 •• (Al) Ct = ^0 •• (A2)^ 1-0.8g 11 1-0.
- ■ i
Oxygen C = ^0 •• (A3) CT = ^0 •• (Alj.)
■ I^o794Sg u 1-0.98g
Hydrogen CT = C0 .. (A5) CT = C0 .. (A6)1-0.73g 1-0.55g
Nitrogen c , = C0 .. (A7) Ct = C0 .. (AO)L 1-0.&2e L 1-0.i^g
°0Manganese = »■■— --g Cn•• (A9) Ct = n nc •• (A10)d-g)-32 ' ' L " d-g)0*05
c cSilicon CT = ----2?r_r_ .. (All) CT = --- °— tt-—  .. (A12)--------- L (1-c)0,40 L (l-g)0*50
where CQ = initial uniform concentration, 
g = fraction of system solidified.
Solidification is assumed to occur in 5% incremental
1stages. At each stage of the solidification, say g, the
concentration of solute is obtained from the concentration
at the previous stage, (g - O.Ofj), say g. Hence if 
1 is the concentration of solute in the liquid at
1 1 g and the concentration at g, is given by:-
W  = CL
l-(l-kQ)g
l-U-j^g1 (A13)
for carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen and by:-
CL1 = CL (X-g)1~ko(l-g1)1"3^
(Alif)
for silicon and manganese.
AThe values of kQ are programmed to change from k 
to k (the equilibrium distribution coefficients of the 
various elements between liquid iron and 5- and T-iron 
respectively)When the carbon concentration in the 
interdendrite liquid exceeds 0*5^•
Aol«2 Equilibrium Deoxidation Data
Including interaction effects, the equilibrium, 
constant for the reaction, C +--C = C0(g), see equation 
19 s becomes
PK COCO - [f .wt ,%C J [tQ .v/t ,%o] . (A15)
where fr and fQ are calculated from:
+ e0c v/t.#0
+ e^1 [wt.foSiJ ............. (Al6)
log1Q fQ = Oq j w t W  + etc. (A17)
(e£. = + 0.22; ej?* = - 0.012; e®1 = + 0.07; e° = -0.31
e° = - 0.41; Oq11 = - 0.021; e^1 = - 0.16; e° = - 0.20)
It.is assumed that the temperature dependence of
remains unaltered when interaction effects areCO
considered and nay be obtained from the expression:
log10Kc0 = +2.07   •• (A18)
v/hich appeared in the original method* T is in degrees 
absolute and the expression is valid only up to l.O/o 
carbon.
For combined deoxidation with manganese and silicon, 
Turkdogan considered the following reaction:
Si + 2!.InO(s) = 2|jn + SiO„(S) .. .. .. (A19)
The equilibrium constant for this reaction is:
%n-Si = ^ a3i02 .. .. .. (A20)
^ s^ aimo)2 
-where ^ nmmS± is given by:
^ x o ^ n - S i  = ^ 2  + 1.77 ..   (A21)
Turkdogan derived equation A21 from other published
data, &3£q ^nO are ac *^iviiies oxides in the
molten deoxidation product MnO.SiOg with respect to 
the solid oxides. Manganese and silicon concentrations 
are in weight percent.
Fig. (Al) shows the activity of MnO in various 
MnO.SiOg melts, given in a log-log plot. The plot of
asi0 2log ajrno vs# 2/^ ^aIlnO^  cons:^ ere(3- i°
approximate to a straight line, for the present purposes, 
and is expressed as:
b  ...........  .. (A22)
a
a!'n0 ~ b aS102 'tb'
bind'1
where b^ = - 0.2915 and b^ = exp.(2.7309 - 0„001919T)o 
In order to calculate the dissolved oxygen in 
equilibrium with manganese and silicon, Turkdogan 
considered a further reaction involving FeO and MnO©
For liquid metal and solid MnO.FeO phase, the binary 
oxide solution can be taken as ideal and it is possible 
to obtain the following expression:
lJn-0 >jnn bK. n = MnO (for solid oxide) «• •• (A23)
where l°%QKgn..o = 2^252 _ 6.68    (A2k)
Equation A23 is true only for FeO-MnO mixtures. However 
Iw„n_o aPPlica"ddo to any other solid or liquid oxide 
or silicate containing, MnO, providing aj,Tno (wi^ *1 respect 
to solid MnO) is used instead of l^rnQ in equation A21. 
aFnO ac^dvity of MnO in the oxide or silicate
system considered.
The sequence of steps involved in calculating the 
dissolved oxygen is as follows:
(i) Compute a3i02/(a^nQ)2 for known manganese 
and silicon concentrations, see equations 
A20 and A21.
(ii) Obtain a.^ n0 from equation A22.
(ili); Insert ajin0 Place of ^ n0 in equation 
A23 to obtain the oxygen concentration 
(having first evaluated A2/+)
Having carried out the above procedure, and 
knowing the carbon content of the liquid steel, Pqq
can be calculated from equations A15 to A18.
The reactions which occur during solidification 
while the solute concentrations in the liquid are 
changing must now he examined.
A.1.3 Deoxidation fry Ilanganese and Silicon During Solidification
Consistent with Turkdogan, it is assumed that 
heterogeneous nucleation of an oxide phase at the 
solid/liquid interface can take place with negligible 
supersaturation.
Consider, at a particular stage of solidification,
1 1 g , that the liquid phase contains CQ percent oxygen,
1 1Cc.. percent silicon, and CT. percent manganese, inj X XtiXX
equilibrium with MnO.SiO^. On further solidification 
11at g , concentrations of solutes, calculated from 
equations A13 and Alii will be ci1, G1^  and cP"u o i Lin
respectively. Since the new concentrations are above
those for Mn-Si-0 equilibrium, reaction will take
place producing more LlnO.SiOg. The mass balance of
solutes is given by:-
^ O 1 - C0> = (°Si - CSi) + W s U  (CS  - CKn> "  ^
where Co, C ^  and C ^  represent the equilibrium 
concentrations after deoxidation at If the
composition of silicate formed is given by IArTv , .?n 9ivinw 0IU2
stoichiometric requirements give:
' Mn Mn' 28.09 * Ne.n '°8i S i ' ............ V 'olUg
The relaticnshit) "between a., ~ and Id. -/IT^  'iAnO ivincr SiOg
is given in fig. Al(b). The lines are as sinned to 
"be straight and given by:-
?X* MnO , . -
1‘Si02 1 2 1,in0 '# ‘ ' * •. •. (A2
where b^ = 0.5 and b^ = -4*3165 + 0.003716T.
CQ, Cg^ and C?rn are obtained by solving the 
six simultaneous equations A20, A22, A23? A25-27*
For this a method of successive approximations is 
used. Pqq is now calculable at g^at the temperature 
concerned, the concentration of carbon having been 
obtained from equation A13. The above process is then 
repeated for each increment of the solidification 
process.
The above method deviates slightly from 
Turkdoganfs• First of all at high manganese levels he 
ignored slight changes in manganese content due to 
reaction (i.e. ^  C,T.)« These changes werei,.n Lin
accounted for in the present method. Secondly, in 
plotting the change in oxygen content in the inter­
dendrite liquid during freezing, Turkdogan assumed 
various oxygen contents at nil percent solidified, 
irrespective of the initial manganese and silicon 
concentrations. He then derived an expression showing 
the critical stage of solidification for the 
onset of deoxidation reactions. His curves, therefore, 
showed an initial oxygen enrichment with no 
deoxidation taking place, followed by a residual
oxygen determined by the manganese and silicon.
In the present method, it is assumed that the 
residual oxygen content is determined by manganese 
and silicon throughout the whole range of solidifica­
tion. It is felt that this is more appropriate to 
air melting since the initial residual oxygen content 
of the steel prior to solidification will be determined 
by the initial concentration of deoxidants in the 
steel.
A . l . i j .  Hydrogen and Nitrogen Partial Pressures
Including interaction effects, the equilibrium 
constants for dissolution of hydrogen and nitrogen 
in liquid steel become:
The temperature dependence of and is as 
follows:
(A28)
and
The calculation of and P_. is f.airlyii2 h 2
straightforward. Following the calculation of the 
hydrogen and nitrogen concentrations Rising equation 
A13 at a particular stage of solidification, and 
knowing the carbon,manganese and silicon concentrations 
at the same stage of solidification, (see earlier), 
the gas pressures are obtained from equations A28-33* 
A.I.5 Effect of Varying the Liquidus Temperature
Before any of the reactions can be evaluated, 
the equilibrium constants must be calculated for 
the temperature, T, in question. The liquidus 
temperature is assumed to be determined solely by 
the carbon content of the steel. The liquidus 
curves in the iron-carbon phase diagram,see fig. 17 
are assumed linear and it is possible to express the 
liquidus temperature as follows:
(i) Solidification to 6-iron (=$0.5/1 carbon)
T°K = 18X0 - AT (55C)..................(A3lf)aC'c) •
where AT = change in temperature.
A(^ cC) = change in carbon content to produce AT. 
Hence T°K = 1610 - (1610-1772). (/(C)(0.52-6)
.*. T°K = 1810 - 73(/iC) .. .. .. .. (A35)
(il) J?or solidification to T-iron (> 0.5/i carbon)
T°K = 1772 - (1772-1H25) . (^C-0.52)(lt.27-0.52)
.*. T°K = 1819 - 91.3(^C)................ (A36)
The computer programme may he operated in two
ways;
(a) T is determined hy the initial carbon content
and remains constant throughout solidification.
(h) T changes throughout solidification as carbon
varies. Should the carbon content exceed 0.5/j,then
equation A35 is replaced hy A36. Though this part.
of the programme has heen considered last, the
procedure cannot hegin until T is known.
A • 2 Effects of Modifications on gas -pressure calculations
A .2.1 Carhon Monoxide Partial Pressure* P^q
Before considering the effects of the modifications
on , the effect of changing silicon content, ou
particularly at low silicon levels will he demonstrated,
see fig. A2. It will he noted that the calculated
J?n changes extremely rapidly when the silicon contentuU
of the steel is varied in the range nil to 0.03/".
Beyond this level the change in Pco hecomes less 
marked as silicon varies.
A.2.1.1 Interaction effects
Examples of interaction effects on are 
given in figs. A3-5* Carhon levels considered are 
0• iO/j (fig. 3) 9 0 • 20]'j (fig. h) and 0.30f (fig. 3) 
at a constant manganese level of l.Of. Only O.lOy 
silicon is considered at 0.20 and 0.3Cp carhon, 
but at 0.10A carhon, three levels of silicon ai’e 
dealt with. It is found that the interaction
coefficients lowering f^ and fQ to values less than 
unity* see .Tables IV and V, are dominant#
Consequently* the net effect of introducing the 
coefficients into the calculations is to lower 
the product f^.f^and hence 3?qq-« The magnitude 
of these changes is found to increase with:
(i) increasing carhon content for fixed manganese 
and silicon levels and at a particular stage of 
solidification.
(ii) increasing % solidified for a particular initial 
composition.
(iii) increasing silicon content for fixed carhon 
and manganese levels at a particular stage of 
solidification# (Though not shown, a similar result 
is obtained if the manganese is increased at constant 
carhon, 'silicon and >7 solidified).
Because of the greater initial values of 
(i.e. before interaction) at the higher carhon levels, 
the magnitude of the change in P ^  at these levels 
is much higher than at low carhon levels. In fig. A3 
it is evident that the changes in Pco at 0.03/7 
silicon caused hy interaction are larger than at 
0.10 and 0.25/7 silicon. This is only because, 
initially, ?co at 0.03/7 silicon is higher than at 
0.10 and 0.257'. .The percentage change in increases 
with increasing silicon content according to point
(iii) above.
The gas pressures in figs. A3 to A3 were 
calculated at constant temperatures, each temperature 
being determined by the initial carbon content of the 
steel "under consideration according to equations A35 
and A36. For 0.10, 0.20 and 0.50^ 7 carbon, the 
temperatures v/ere 1530, 1522 and 1500cC respectively. 
A.2.1.2 .Effect of 5 to Y change
None of the Pco curves in fig. A3 and A5 show 
the effects of exceeding 0.577 carbon during solidification. 
For 0.10>o carbon, the primary solidification phase 
was 6 at all stages of solidification, while for 0.5077 
carbon, the primary phase was T at all times. The 
effects of phase change during the solidification 
process are, however, shown clearly in figs. Ah and A6, 
where P^q curves for a 0.20/7 carbon steel are considered. 
The carbon level exceeds 0.5/7 at approximately 7577 
solidified, causing the normally smooth curves to fkinkf.
In fig. A6 the pressures were calculated ignoring 
interaction effects. It is seen that allowing the 
distribution coefficients to change during the course 
of solidification produces a decrease in Pq q » causing 
the curves to level off from about 7577 solidified 
onwards. In fig. A6 pressure curves were drawn primarily 
to demonstrate the interaction effects mentioned earlier^ 
but show clearly that PCQ levels off when solidification 
to T begins.
A.2,1,3 Effect of Varying Solidification Temperature
Constant and varying temperature calculations are 
compared in figs* A7 to A9. In the case of constant 
temperature calculations, the solidification temperature 
is determined "by the initial carhon content of the steel 
(i.e. at n±l% solidified) and remains fixed* For 
varying temperature calculations, the reaction temperature 
is governed at each stage of solidification hy the 
carhon content of the enriched interdendritic liquid*
In all cases interaction effects are included.
The values of obtained hy varying the 
solidification temperature are lower than at constant 
temperature* The difference in P ^  increases during 
solidification as the carhon concentrates in the 
interdendritic liquid* Also^the effect of varying temperature 
becomes more pronounced as the initial carhon content of the 
steel increases, Carhon levels considered are again 0*10,
0,20 and 0.50/j? at 1,0/y manganese. The 6 to Y change 
in the 0.20/5 carhon steels does not appear to affect the 
trend in results* At 0*20 and 0.50$ carhon only 0*10/' 
silicon is considered, hut at .0.10/; carhon, 0.0 3? 0,25a 
silicon are also again dealt with. The magnitude of the 
drop in Pc o ^resulting from varying temperature^increases 
with decreasing silicon. However it is found that the 
percentage drop in Pco remains constant? as is to he 
expected since the temperature effects are governed solely
hy the carhon content of the steel.♦ (U6) ,It was shown in Turkaogan s paper that a
reduction in temperature reduces the oxygen in solution.
(See also section A. 1.2 of the Appendix). Since the
liquidus temperature decreases with increasing carhon
content, it is obvious that allowing the temperature to
change in this way will result in a reduction in the
dissolved oxygen.and hence P~• Co.
The changes in ^resulting from varying the 
solidification temperature>are smaller than those caused 
by interaction effects.
A .2.2 Hydrogen and Nitrogen Partial Pressures, PTT and PT.T
2 x*2
Before considering the effects of modifications on 
p ^  and ^it is pertinent to demonstrate the variation 
in those gas pressures during solidification using the data 
supplied by Turkdogan . This is done in figs. A10 and 
11, for 5> 5 and 7 ppm hydrogen and O.OOh, 0.C08, 0.012 and 
0.016, nitrogen. Curves for both 6 and Y solidification 
are shewn and it is evident that gas pressures developed 
during' solidification to 6 are greater than those during 
solidification to Y
In order to simplify the diagrams showing.the effects 
of interaction, etc., only single levels of hydrogen and 
nitrogen were considered. To demonstrate the effects most 
clearly,.fairly high levels of the two gases, (with respect 
to the levels obtained in the majority of modern steel- 
making practices for plain carbon steels) were chosen, viz.
7 ppm hydrogen and 0.016/6 nitrogen. At lower concentrations 
than these^the effects cf interaction, etc., will be less 
pronounced.
A.2.2.1 Interaction effects
Examples of interaction effects are shown in
figs. A12-17 for the three carhon levels 0.10, 0.20 and
0.50;-.- constant 1«0;:. manganese and O.lOp silicon. For
hydrogen the net effect of interaction is to increase
P„ at each of the chosen comnositions and at both the 2 “ 
beginning and end of solidification. This is because
the positive interaction terms for carbon and silicon,
see Tables VI and VII are found to be larger than the
negative terms for manganese;and hence f^ exceeds unity.
F o r  a particular comnosition the change in P„ resulting2
froiii interaction increases progressively during 
solidification, due mainly to the fact that carbon 
concentrates at a faster rate than manganese in the 
interdendritic liquid. In the case of nitrogen, in the
0.1C; carbon steels, the negative term for■ manganese v/as 
found just to outweigh the positive terms for carbon and 
silicon during the very early stages of solidification, and 
f~_ was just less than -unity. However the drop in P,,n 2
this produces is too small to show in fig. A13* As
solidification in the 0.101 carbon steel -progresses, fw
exceeds unity and Pn is higher than when no interaction2
is considered, but the change in p,r is small* With
increasing carbon content, the increases in gas pressures
become more marked. The effects of increasing manganese
ana silicon on PTT and PT, are shown only qualitatively2 2
in figs. A12-A17, where the pressures were calculated at
constant temperature, each temperature being determined by 
the carbon content of the steel at niTm solidified,
A.2.2.2 Effect of 5 to Y chan re
The effects of changing from 6 to T during solidifica­
tion on pjj and are shown in figs, All}. and Alp, The 
phase change occurs at approximately 70/-’ solidified, where­
upon the gas pressures begin to increase less rapidly than 
at earlier stages of solidification,in accordance with the 
change in distribution coefficients, see figs, A10 and All, 
The differences in pressure so produced increase as 
solidification progresses following the phase' change.
However, as shown in figs. All}, and Al5s interaction effects 
may offset these differences,
A,2,2,3 Effect of Varying Solidification Temperature
Constant and varying temperature calculations are 
compared in figs. A18-23* Interaction effects are 
included in all the calculations. As before, three carbon 
levels 0.10, 0.20 and 0 .50/j are considered, at constant
1.C/.> manganese and O.lO/o silicon.
Equations A32 and A33 show that the, solubilities 
of hydrogen and nitrogen decrease with decreasing 
temperature. Consequently as the carbon content of the 
steel increases, PTT and P.T must decrease for givenU2 i-.2
hydrogen and nitrogen concentrations. The effect on
PTT is small even in the C.pO,' carbon steel,where the 2change in solidification temperature during solidification
is some 75°C. The effect on Pr is slightly more oronounced2
than on r]^ * Du‘j '^ ie changes are less than those produced 
by interaction and the 5 to Y phase change. Changes 
produced by varying the soliaification temperature supplement 
those produced by interaction but offset those resulting 
from the 6 to Y transition.
A.2.3 Combined effects of Pedifications on Gas Pressures 
Since the original purpose of the theoretical work 
was to calculate the total pressure of gases in the steely
pr, _ (- p + ptt + I-A ) y the combined effect of .1 o tad CO 2
interaction,etc. on this pressure will be demonstrated
together with the effects on Pco, etc. The results are
shown in figs. A2i4-A2 6.
It was shown that interaction, varying temperature
fcnu the 6 to Y change all reduce ?'q q « These effects,
added together result in a marked decrease in Fqqs 'which
becomes more pronounced as the initial carbon content of
the steel increases end as solidification proceeds* In the
0.10 and 0 ofOf” carbon steels, figs• A2ii and A26, the net
effect of modifications on P„ and P-T is an increase in2 *2pressure which becomes more pronounced with increasing
carbon and as solidification proceeds. In the 0.20,1 carbon
steels, fig. A25, P„T is greater after modifications than2.before them, but the difference is reduced to some extent
during; the later stages of solidification by the effects
of the o to Y change. For P-T , the effect of the xihuse2change is large enough, late in solidification, to cause 
the pressuresycalculated after modifications^to fall just
"below those obtained without the modifications* The
pressure curves for P„ in fig. A25 in fact cross at2
90%> solidified.
The outcome of the effects described above is a 
reduction in At 0.1?o carbon the change in
is fairly small* since the decrease in P i s  almost 
matched by increases in P^ and P^ * which take effect 
particularly during the later stages of solidification.
At 0.20^ carbon, the reduction in Py0^aj is more marked 
than at 0.10/b, in particular during the later stages of 
solidification after the phase change. The reduction 
in is even more marked at 0.5Q& carbon, than it is
at 0.20% carbon except at 93% solidified. Here, the 
effect of the 6 -Y change in the 0.20/j carbon steels causes 
the drop in exceed that in the 0.5^ carbon
steels.
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